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INTRODUCTION TO ATTACHMENT 5 

1. CONTENT OF PROTOCOLS 

The procedures stated in the attached Protocols contain a set of principles and internal rules governing the 
monitoring, reporting and management of projects and missions activities. More specifically, they relate to projects 
funded and implemented by means of contracts with national and international donors, whether public or private 
organizations, and projects that are instead entirely financed by INTERSOS. 

The Protocols specifically govern the administrative and financial aspects of the project cycle with regards to the 
project formulation, implementation, reporting and monitoring. The Protocols are also based on the 2004 European 
Commission’s “Project Cycle Management Guidelines” as subsequently supplemented and published on the 
European Commission website. Consultation of this website is strongly recommended for all more in-depth 
information and operative needs in addition to the constant use of the Project Appraisal Tool, aimed at ensuring the 
overall management of the organization’s project activities, and accessible from the internal archiving system 
managed using the "Alfresco" application, hereinafter referred to as "Alfresco". 

Alternative procedures and specific forms requested by donors under the scope of contractual agreements may be 
adopted, if deemed necessary. In this case, the rules of the Protocols in any case provide provisions of principle, to 
which reference should be made. 

The Protocols for project management, monitoring and reporting shall be used as work tools, and in support of 
those involved in the implementation of humanitarian aid projects carried out by INTERSOS, whether responsible 
for the projects or responsible for controlling the activities. 

Therefore, in compliance with the principles stated in the INTERSOS Organization, Management and Control 
Model, and with the legislation issued at national and European level, the Protocols are aimed at standardizing the 
above-described procedures in all INTERSOS operating environments enabling proper and timely application of 
procedures, monitoring, reporting and management of projects and missions as a whole. 

The Protocols have been specifically prepared in compliance with the principle of separation of duties (the individual 
doing differs from the individual controlling) and of traceability of activities and related documents. 

These principles shall always be applied, even in the event of derogations, whether ruled by missions’ regulations 
or due to specific needs, urgency or local conditions. 

2. WHAT PURPOSE DO PROTOCOLS SERVE 

The Protocols given in this attachment 5 to the Organization, Management and Control Model provide operational 
guidelines and working tools (manuals, IT applications, and forms) deemed necessary to ensure a suitable 
distribution of tasks, transparency, traceability and sound process management, which is essential also to ensuring 
the efficient and effective achievement of project objectives. 

The procedures prescribed in the Protocols also aim at ensuring a proper management control system, which, it is 
noted, is under the responsibility of: 

 The Head of Mission and the Country Finance Officer, within their respective spheres of competence, in 
the mission. Project Managers therefore and all individual responsible for one or more activities under the 
scope of the mission, are obliged to systematically provide the Head of Mission and the Country Finance 
Officer with all managerial data necessary to fulfill said control; 
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 the Regional Director and the Regional Finance Officer, within their respective spheres of competence, 
in the geographical area. Heads of Mission and Country Finance Officers are therefore obliged to 
systematically provide the Regional Director and the Regional Finance Officer with all managerial data 
necessary to fulfill the control. 

 the Secretary General and the Finance Director, within their respective spheres of competence, in Italy. 
Regional Directors and Regional Finance Officers are therefore obliged to systematically provide the 
Secretary General/Director General and the Finance Director with all managerial data necessary to 
fulfill said control.  

This Attachment 5 is compliant with and enacts the Organization, Management and Control Model (Italian 
Legislative Decree no.231/2001) and, therefore, aims to regulate the Organization’s activities, with a view to 
preventing and, if possible, avoiding crime from being committed during the sensitive moments identified in the risk 
analysis pursuant to paragraph 4 of the Model. To this end, this document must be considered an integral part of 
the Model. 

Compliance with the procedures envisaged constitutes, for operators, fulfillment of a specific obligation of the 
contract of employment in place with the Organization, hence any obstacles to their application shall be promptly 
notified to the reference manager. 

The unjustified non-application of the procedures in the ways established is liable to sanction in accordance with the 
provisions of paragraph 10 of the Model. 

The Secretary General proposes any amendments/interpretation clarifications necessary to the Surveillance 
Function in order to improve the effectiveness of procedures and ensure that they are progressively simplified, 
also, through the gradual strengthening of the IT tools in support of the operative processes. 

Further interpretative circulars/Protocols, including those drawn up with the support of the Internal Audit function, 
shall be systematically registered according to the summary scheme given below. 

CIRCULARS AMENDING PROTOCOLS 
DATE CIRCULAR 

NO. 
REF. 

PROTOCOL 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT 

28/02/2014 1/2014 Protocol III Replaced with Human Resources Manual 
  Protocol III Chapter 1.3 Paragraph 12 Signature of Contracts 
12/2014  All Protocols  Deletion of Security Protocol, Nationalization of missions, Human 

Resources and Fundraising 
    
    

3. WHAT DO THEY INCLUDE AND HOW ARE PROTOCOLS CONSULTED 

Each Protocol consists of: 

 A narrative description of business-processes and deadlines, 
 Documents including tools, forms and checklists aimed at ensuring a further internal control of compliance 

with the requirements prescribed by each Protocol. 

Please note that the tools attached and, in particular, those connected with the management of administrative-
accounting data, are intended to be used as an aid, pending the introduction of the new accounting IT system 
(NPW) and automation of accounting data; therefore, until its complete adoption, we recommend using these tools, 
also to enable the Organization, at the various different levels of responsibility, to be able to homogeneously and 
more quickly perform its analyses. 
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Any additional operative manual connected with the management of important managerial activities (human 
resources, accounting, etc.) shall be an integral part of the Protocols. 

A careful preliminary reading of the descriptive part of the Protocols is recommended in order to clearly understand 
the implementation of processes and the dialogue methods within the Organization. 

4. LIST OF DOCUMENTS ATTACHED TO PROTOCOLS (MANUALS AND WORK 
TOOLS) 

The documents which should be consulted and used for the management of activities are listed below and attached 
to the Organization, Management and Control Model:  

 N° 1 – FUNCTIONS AND ORGANIZATION CHART 
 N° 2 – TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE APEX SUBJECTS  
 N° 3 – CHARTER OF VALUES 
 N° 4 – CODE OF ETHICS 
 N° 5 – PROJECT AND MISSION MANAGEMENT MANUAL 

 N° 6 – PROCUREMENT MANUAL  
 N° 7 – SECURITY MANUAL FOR HUMANITARIAN OPERATORS ABROAD 
 N° 8 – INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND LOGISTICS MANUAL (work in progress) 
 N° 9 – HUMAN RESOURCES MANUAL 

 N° 10 – GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES FOR STRENGTHENING THE TRANSPARENCY AND 
PREVENTING THE RISK OF FRAUD AND CORRUPTION 

 N° 11 – GUIDELINES ON VISIBILITY AND COMMUNICATION 
 N° 12 – GUIDELINES ON DATA PROTECTION (CONFIDENTIALITY) work in progress 

 N° 13 – INTERNAL AUDIT AND ACCOUNTABILITY FUNCTION REGULATION 
 N° 14 – THE PATH TOWARDS ACCOUNTABILITY – PRINCIPLES, VALUES AND COMMITMENTS – 

LINK 2007 
 N° 15 – INTERSOS INTRANET USER GUIDE 
 N° 16 – FUNDRAISING GUIDELINES ISSUED BY THE AGENCY FOR NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS 

The Formats below are attached to these Protocols:  

 Format 1 - Project Proposal Control 
 Format 2 - Project Negotiation Tool (PNT) 
 Format 3 – Projects’ Portfolio  

 Format 4 – Book of Prime Entry (PN) 
 Format 5 – Accounting Manual (NPW) 
 Format 6 - Project Appraisal Tool (PAT) 
 Format 7 – Field fund request 
 Format 8 – Mission fund request 

 Format 9 – Budget scheme  
 Format 10 – Bank reconciliations 
 Format 11 – Cash counting and cash reconciliation 

o 11a – Petty cash counting 
o 11b – Cash reconciliation 

 Format 12 - Project documentation checklist 
 Format 13 – Mission Budget 
 Format 14 – Monthly breakdown of general costs of Mission 
 Format 15 - Control over Mission’s income and expenditures 

 Format 16 – Control over Mission’s statements of financial position 
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 Format 17 –Instructions for filing administrative documents 
 Format 18 – Goods delivery sheet / property return sheet 
 Format 19 – Vehicle Management 

o 19 a – Log Book 
o 19 b – Disclaimer (for third parties on board) 
o 19 c – Monthly breakdown of vehicle costs 

 Format 20 – Cash Flow 
o 20 a – Mission’s Cash Flow 
o 20 b – Control over Mission’s liquidity 

 Format 21 – Proxy list 
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PROTOCOL I - GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT 

Protocol I covers the organizational and managerial profiles in relation to the stages of project formulation, 
negotiation, implementation, monitoring and reporting. 

Protocol I is introduced by some guidelines to the planning and management of mission activities. The main 
Formats to be used to manage the activities set out under Protocol I are: 

 Format 1 – Project Proposal Control 

 Format 2 – Project Negotiation Tool (PNT) 

In the absence of a job position involved in the planning and management of projects and missions, the activities 
will be managed by the higher position who will himself ask the higher position for the authorization/approval to 
carry out the function. (Example: in absence of the Project Manager, the Head of Mission will take over the project 
by asking for the authorization/ approval of the Regional Director). 

The additional tools in any case mentioned in the body of the text will be implemented in other, more specific stages 
of the administrative-accounting management process of the activity. 

1. MISSION PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 

The Head of Mission represents the Organization at country level. To this end and in implementation of the related 
ToR, he must, in particular, ensure: 

 the compliance with the Charter of Values, the Code of Ethics and the Organization, Management and 
Control Model; 

 the overall management of the mission, through the constant promotion of the participatory spirit of the 
project beneficiaries and operators motivation; 

 careful coordination of project activities and constant planning of human and managerial resources in 
order to meet shared needs; 

 the financial forecasting process of the mission, providing the Country Finance Officer with information 
and data on the organizational and managerial needs of the mission and of the projects being prepared 
and approved; 

 with the support of the Country Finance Officer, the financial forecasting and assessment of the financial 
needs of the projects and the mission and the proper allocation of structural costs to projects. In this 
context, any additional cost to be incurred by the Organization arising from an extension of a project, shall 
also be estimated. 

The Regional Finance Officer, in accordance with the relevant ToR, aimed at safeguarding the administrative and 
financial management of the area, must verify the missions’ financial forecasts and send them to the Regional 
Director in order to forward them to the Finance Director for the purpose of completing the INTERSOS Budget. 

The approval of these estimates by the Board should immediately be notified by the Finance Director to the 
Regional Directors, Regional Finance Officers and Heads of Mission. 
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2. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION AND FORMULATION 

2.1. POWER OF INITIATIVE FOR PROJECT PROPOSAL 

The project proposal is prepared by the Head of Mission on the basis of the strategic plan of the Organization and 
the local intervention plans prepared by the Regional Director and notified to the Program Unit Coordinator. 

The Program Unit Coordinator can participate in all stages of the proposal preparation, in support of the various 
managers involved, in order to guarantee the quality of the proposal and the adherence to the donor guidelines and 
internal and international standards on humanitarian aid. 

2.1.1. PRELIMINARY CHECKS 

In order to guarantee suitable, timely formulation of project proposals, it is necessary a constant monitoring of 
donors’ intervention strategies, allocation of funds, changes to forms and to contractual terms and conditions. To 
this end, the following activities are recommended: 

 the analysis of potential funding sources accessible through entities and grants already identified. More 
specifically, the entity's financial statements will be monitored (annually, quarterly, constantly), in order to 
know the value and timing of grants and submit the application promptly; 

 The assessment of involvement of local partners in the preparation process, the use of resources available 
within the country itself and the project self-sufficiency; 

 The careful assessment of the concrete nature of the project objectives, the cost/benefit ratio, the 
availability and potential to be replicated in other situations; 

 The assessment of any project capacity to support existing activities. 

In designing its projects, as a general rule, INTERSOS uses the Logical Framework Approach. For applicative 
aspects and details on this methodology, please refer to the Project Cycle Management Guidelines issued by the 
European Commission and which is available for consultation on the website 
http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/sites/devco/files/methodology-aid-delivery-methods-project-cycle-management-
200403_en_2.pdf . 

This approach will be tailored to the requirements of the funding entity and to the context in which the Organization 
operates. 

The proposal must be formulated through a prior, accurate analysis of the national and sector context in order to 
identify weaknesses, opportunities and threats, analytically considering social-economic indicators and priorities of 
national and international donors, in consideration of the ORAF scheme given in Format 6 - Project Appraisal Tool 
(PAT). 

The specific objective (project purpose), in terms of sustainability of the benefits for the groups of beneficiaries and 
the specific action to be taken, is analyzed through consultation with the beneficiaries, assessing the related 
problems and possible solutions. 

The groups of beneficiaries and other parties are therefore involved in the design of the project, which must be 
verified according to its feasibility (if success is likely) and sustainability (if it can generate long term benefits). 

The “Logical Framework Approach” shall be the core reference to assessing the implementation of activities 
through the Format 6 - Project Appraisal Tool (PAT). The Logical Framework may be reviewed at a later date in 
relation to changing operative and context needs, prior agreement/approval of the donor. 

Therefore, for the purpose of preparing the Logical Framework and the overall project design and management, we 
need to ensure that: 
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 The project beneficiaries are clearly identified and described and participatory and cooperation processes 
are promoted in order to ensure stakeholders active participation and ownership, suitable problem 
analysis, sustainability over time; 

 A complete and exhaustive analysis of problems relating to project management and, in particular, that of 
the context (humanitarian principles, environment, gender, human rights, discrimination) is conducted; 

 The Overall Objective clearly explains why the project is important to society; 
 The Purpose is effectively defined in terms of sustainable benefits for the target groups.  
 A real need for the results proposed is proven; 

 The risks noted through the criteria and methodologies described in Format 6 - Project Appraisal Tool 
(ORAF section) are considered acceptable and manageable by the Organization; 

 The Purpose effectively contributes, considering conditions, to the Overall Objective; 
 The resources needed to complete activities are identified on the basis of quantified parameters; 

 The external conditions critical to the project’s success are identified; 
 The probability of these conditions being met is assessed; 
 The Organization is effectively able to manage and implement the project; 
 The reference authorities can assure a support policy after the completion of the project; 

 The technologies and procedures used are appropriate to the local conditions; 
 The natural environment will be preserved both during and after completion of the project; 
 All beneficiaries will have suitable access to the benefits both during the project and after its completion; 
 The economic and financial analysis confirms that the project is effective, efficient, feasible and relevant; 
 The donors forms to present the project and submit the request of the funds are used and the documents 

provided are completed and up-to-date.  

2.1.2. DEFINITION OF BUDGET AND TERMS 

The proposal of intervention and the project budget, in compliance with the general guidelines and any specific 
guidelines issued by the donor, are submitted to the Regional Director and Regional Finance at least 5 days 
prior to the expiry of the submission date, in order to conduct an appraisal of all elements of the proposal and 
ensure its quality. 

The 5-day deadline for the conclusion of the procedural stage, aimed at submitting the proposal, must be 
considered as indicative only, as its implementation may inevitably be affected by the donors' time frames and/or 
situations that could not be forecast or foreseen. 

All project proposals that shall be submitted to the European Commission, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and to 
donors whose relationship is directly managed by the Headquarters should also, within the proper timeframe, be 
verified by it. During the presentation of these projects the Program Unit Coordinator must handle the coordination. 

2.1.3. IDENTIFICATION OF ELIGIBLE COSTS 

To facilitate the assessment, when formulating the proposal, it is recommended to indicate the budget line for each 
activity/resource described. In order to design the project, a careful assessment of the following must also be 
ensured: 

 Funding amounts per budget line - totals and partials; 

 Suggested costs, eligible and non-eligible by the donor; 
 Co-financing requested and admitted by the main donor; 
 Other specific restrictions, cost quantified or measured of resources needed to develop the project, used 

but not paid, such as, for example: objects or instruments donated or owned by the Organization or 
voluntary work to which a "value" is assigned in order to record it and include it in the estimate and reports. 
We recommend consulting the donor's guidelines in order to assess the admissibility of such costs in-kind. 
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2.1.4. ESTIMATED BUDGET COSTS 

An essential condition for a suitable estimation of costs is the detailed list of activities and corresponding qualitative-
quantitative characteristics, as identified in the Logical Framework and in any case in the project feasibility analysis 
documents. 

2.1.5. UNIT COSTS OF GOODS, WORKS AND SERVICES 

In order to ensure an accurate definition of the budget, we recommend acquiring documents (tariffs, price lists, 
supplier offers, websites, previous purchases) in relation to the unit costs of goods, works and services as well as 
employment contracts, employment consultancy, laws and regulations for the costs of human resources. 

2.1.6. PERSONNEL COSTS 

Please remember that in order to estimated the costs of staff assigned to the project, reference must be made to 
gross fees inclusive of all costs to be incurred by INTERSOS, as established by law and contracts. More 
specifically: 

 Short-term and termination employee benefits, if applicable; 
 Social costs (pension funds, accident insurance, if applicable); 
 Employment taxes at the expense of the employer (including administrative stamps and duty). 

In estimating the cost of staff, where admitted by the donor, the following additional staff costs must also be 
considered: 

 Guest house or house allowance 
 Supplementary insurance (health, civil liability) 

 Visa permit and R&R 
 Air travel 
 Specific benefits (e.g. children's insurance, supplementary tickets, family contributions) if included in the 

Human Resources Manual and detailed in the employment contract. 

2.1.7. IMPORT COSTS 

We recommend acquiring information on the regulation for imports in the country to which objects or equipment is 
to be sent, specifically considering any bilateral (in force between Italy and the reference country) or multi-lateral 
agreement (between the UN or European Union and the reference country), which may establish exemptions or 
reductions of import duty. 

If import duty and taxes are due, the costs of the goods must be included in the budget at industrial cost, before 
taxes. 

2.1.8. MISSION COSTS 

The management costs of local structures must be allocated between projects according to the criteria enclosed in 
the Protocol II section D paragraph 1.1.2 

2.1.9. OVERHEAD COSTS 

Costs not relating to activities but which enable the project to actually exist and operating costs of the organization 
are considered as indirect costs. 
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They mainly relate to: 

 Project study and definition 
 Support during approval stages 

 Search for financing 
 Staff selection and training 
 Management of expatriated staff 
 Administration and accounting 

 Interim and final reports 
 Monitoring and internal assessments 
 Exchange losses, etc. 

Those costs are covered by the flat-rate percentages approved by each single donor.  

2.1.10. COST PERCENTAGE THRESHOLDS 

In consideration of the different treatment of the individual donor entities, we recommend carefully assessing the 
percentage thresholds of the specific types of costs admitted, considering, in particular: 

 Higher and lower values; 
 Ratio of relevance of an activity in the project and the estimated budget share; 
 Percentage of expenses to be incurred in Italy and abroad; 

 Percentage of administrative and support costs; 
 Temporary and permanent costs; 
 Expat staff costs; 
 National staff costs. 

2.1.11. ADVANCE OF FUNDS FROM THE ORGANIZATION 

For project proposals (totally or partially reimbursed) requiring any form (including surety bonds) of fund advance 
from the Organization, the request for authorization must be submitted by the Regional Director to the Secretary 
General, who gives his authorization after obtaining the Finance Director’s opinion.  

2.1.12. CHOICE OF PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE 

The donor may not have specific procedures or thresholds for the procurement of goods, works and services. 
Additionally, it may enable the use of the Organization procedures. 

In these cases, the proposal must specify that INTERSOS procedures as established in the Procurement Manual 
(Attachment no. 6 of the Model) will be applied, which is therefore attached to the proposal and constitutes an 
integral part thereof, at the same time declaring any derogation that may be needed. Any derogation to the internal 
procedures must be authorized in advanced by the Secretary General. 

The Head of Mission shall fill out the Procurement Plan enclosed in Format 6 – Project Appraisal Tool. 

Should the context of intervention prevent from ensuring the fulfillment of the specific procedures adopted by the 
donor, derogation must be requested and motivated at the time of designing the proposal. 
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2.1.13. BUDGET PROPOSAL CONSISTENCY CHECKS 

To enable the fulfillment of subsequent requirements and the ultimate submission of the proposal, the coherence 
between the budget and the proposal and the adequacy of the figures stated must be checked by completing the 
following: 

 Format 1 - Project Proposal Control to be filled out by the Country Finance Officer 
 Format 6 - Project Appraisal Tool to be filled out by the Head of Mission 

 Format 14 – allocation of the general costs of the Mission to be filled out by the Country Finance Officer 
and authorized by the Head of Mission. 

2.1.14. PROPOSAL INTERNAL CONTROL AND APPROVAL PROCESSES AND 
SUBMISSION TO THE DONOR 

Before submitting a project proposal to be funded whether in Italy or abroad, suitable internal controls must be 
performed and documented at all stages by the responsible parties who are involved in the process. 

The Head of Mission shall therefore submit to the Regional Director and to the Regional Finance Officer the 
following documents in order to be verified and approved: 

 The narrative description of project 
 The Budget 
 Format 1 filled out by the Country Finance Officer 
 Format 6 filled out by the Head of Mission himself 

 Format 14 filled out by the Country Finance Officer and authorized by the Head of Mission 

It is to be noted that if the project planning process involves the monetary contribution of the Organization, the 
Regional Director, with the prior favorable opinion of the Finance Director, must formally request the authorization of 
the Secretary General for such contributions. 

The Regional Finance Officer carries out all relevant controls within its competence by completing section 3 of 
Format 1 – Project Proposal Control, before submitting it to the Regional Director. 

In particular, the following checks shall be performed: 

 Overall validity and correctness of the documents received; 
 Compliance with any formats required by donors; 
 The appropriate use of donor budget lines; 

 The coherence between project description and budget; 
 The interim and/or final audits requirements to be met and their terms of reference, if any; 
 The coherence between the project description and the identification of possible critical issues and 

derogations to the guidelines; 
 The presence of declarations of intent of the partner containing its agreement to accept the Organization 

procedures and Code of Ethics; 
 The accurate presentation of the general data (financial statements, CVs, etc.) required in the call for 

proposals. 

More specifically, the Regional Director shall carry out controls of conformity with the Organization policies and 
quality of actions envisaged in the proposal as well as the above-mentioned administrative conformities. 

Upon completion of all controls, the Regional Director must send the proposal to: 
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 the Program Unit Coordinator for further assessment, if the proposal must be submitted by the 
Headquarters; 

 the Head of Mission for its submission to the donor if legally represented in the country of the 
humanitarian activities;  

2.1.15. MAINTENANCE OF PROJECT PROPOSAL DOCUMENTS 

The project proposal and all e-mails supporting the preparation and internal approval process must be archived in 
the project file. 

The project proposal submitted to the donor and the letter of presentation must be archived by the Head of Mission 
in the ALFRESCO folder entitled “PROPOSALS”. 

Simultaneously, the Head of Mission must update the Format 2 Project Negotiation Tool (PNT). 

2.2. CONTRACT NEGOTIATION AND SIGNATURE 

2.2.1. CHECKING THE CONTRACT BEFORE SIGNING 

Before signing the contract, the Head of Mission, with the support of the Country Finance Officer, ensures the 
analytical check of the budget and of the details of the contract relating to: 

 Organization data (company name, address, etc.); 

 Start and completion date; 
 Eligibility and liquidation period; 
 Financial arrangements (Method of payment and installment plan); 
 Project currency and applicable exchange rate; 

 Bank account details; 
 INTERSOS contributions (in kind or monetary) and any other contribution; 
 Reporting deadline for the submission of narrative and financial reports; 
 Applicable procurement procedure (“ pre-qualified” status, donor's procedure and derogation, if any, 

INTERSOS procedures);  
 Total amount of contribution corresponding to total payments and total budget; 
 Attachments (e.g. final version of proposal); 
 Auditor identification, where required; 
 Identification of project reference person; 

 Identification of language for communication; 
 Check of special contract conditions, if any. 

2.2.2. DONOR CHANGES TO THE BUDGET AND CONTRACT SIGNING 

The Country Finance Officer identifies any significant change made by the donor to the budget during contract 
stipulation and submits it to the appraisal of the Head of Mission, who requests the authorization of the Regional 
Director to sing the contract. Should the changes made by the donor also entail adjustments to the costs to be 
incurred in Italy, the Regional Director shall request the authorization of the Finance Director. 

2.5.3. REQUIREMENTS TO BE FULFILLED AFTER SIGNING THE CONTRACT 

After signing the contract with the donor, the Country Finance Officer carefully reads all terms and conditions and 
attachments to the contract. 
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Within 5 days of signing the contract, the Country Finance Officer sends a scanned copy of it, signed and 
initialed in all its parts and attachments including the budget, to the Regional Finance Officer who immediately 
forwards it onto the Finance Director to archive it amongst the “Ongoing contracts”. Alternatively, the Regional 
Finance Officer may archive the contract on "Alfresco", notifying all parties concerned. 

The Regional Finance Officer is responsible for entering the following data in the Format 3 - Projects Portfolio: 

 Project code 
 Donor 
 Contract start and end date 

 Currency 
 Total budget value 
 Amount funded 
 Monetary contribution 

 Auditing 
 Allocation of the budget for the projects that need to be implemented different fiscal years. 

2.2.4. PROJECT ORDER OPENING 

Within 5 days of signing the contract, the Country Finance Officer prepares for the opening of the project order on 
the accounting system (NPW) or Book of Prime Entry (PN), recording: 

 Project title; 
 Contract number; 
 Project code; 
 Start and end date; 
 Installment transfer schedule; 

 Methods and due dates for financial and narrative reports; 
 The currency to be used for presenting the report and applicable exchange rate; 
 The currency and amount funded; 
 The amount of the monetary contributions made by the Organization; 

 The amount of the monetary contributions made by others; 
 The amount of non-monetary contributions (valued/in kind); 
 The breakdown of expenses according to indicators: 

o PE: for budget items relating to expatriated staff costs; 
o PL: for budget items relating to national staff costs; 
o PS: for budget items relating to headquarters staff costs; 
o CI: for items relating to expenses to be incurred in Italy; 
o CL: for items relating to expenses to be incurred locally; 
o AM: for items relating to the administrative expenses to be paid to the central headquarters. 

The Country Finance Officer prepares on a monthly basis a set of formats for their submission, along with the 
accounting records, to the Regional Finance Officer. In particular: 

 Checks, together with the Project Manager, the procurement plan enclosed in the PAT (Format 6) for the 
initial identification of the applicable procurement procedure and its implementation; 

 the list of national and international staff involved in the projects and their financial coverage; 
 the level of expenditure of the structure against the budget and the allocation of shared costs to projects 

(Formats 13 and 14); 

 An up-to-date inventory of durable goods which have been purchased through the project funds, enclosed 
in accounting system (NPW) or Book of Prime Entry (PN); 

 Checks, together with the Head of Mission, the Format 2 - Project Negotiation Tool (PNT) for the 
effective inclusion of project proposals in phase of approval and formulation; 
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 Trend of the costs and the commitment to each single project and their financial resources (extractable 
from NPW/PN) by filling out Formats 15 and16. 

The Regional Finance Officer checks the accounting records and the attached Formats and informs the Finance 
Director that the checks have been performed and the formats have been uploaded on Alfresco. 

3. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1. GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PROJECT MANAGER 

The Project Manager, who manages the project activities, must, first and foremost, be aware of the mission and 
organizational structure of INTERSOS, particularly through the study of the Organizational, Management and 
Control Model, the Code of Ethics, the Functions and Organization Chart, the Terms of Reference and the 
operational Protocols. This is both in order to contextualize the project to be managed and identify the person to 
whom he shall report. 

In implementing the project, the Project Manager manages the staff selected by the Organization, whether expat or 
national. 

He manages the relationship with local partners therefore has the responsibility for the external image of the 
Organization especially at international level. 

In order to guarantee that the spirit and objectives that have gone towards its formulation are effectively assured in 
project management, the Head of Mission informs the Project Manager of the entire process and relations that 
have resulted in the design of the project. If replaced in office, the departing Project Manager formally reports to 
the Head of Mission and the new Project Manager on the state of activities up until that point, also in terms of 
administration-accounting and without prejudice to the preparation of the hand-over report pursuant to the Human 
Resources Manual (Attachment 9). 

Also through the constant updating of the Project Appraisal Tool (Format 6), the Project Manager ensures the 
monitoring of the project both during and after, through a comparison between what and how has been realized 
against the project description, making constant reference to the Logical Framework. To this end, during all stages, 
the Project Manager regularly monitors the project progress towards the achievement of results in order to assess 
the effectiveness and correct any element that is not longer suitable with respect to the pre-set objectives. He 
reports to the Head of Mission on the monitoring and evaluation findings. 

In order to identify the essential and accessory actions to be taken, the Project Manager carefully evaluates the 
project planning as outlined in the Logical Framework, particularly examining the general framework and problem 
analysis, as well as the specific project objectives. The Project Manager must be aware of the connection of the 
project with any other projects or with a potential more extensive program of the Organization. 

In carrying out activities, he ensures compliance with the timing established in the "Work Plan", assessing, where 
differences arise, whether or not it is worth agreeing with the donor on a extension, upon having first obtained 
authorization from the Head of Mission. The latter may grant authorization to extend the duration as long as 
additional costs do not arise and the Regional Director and the Regional Finance Officer have granted favorable 
opinion.  

Any revision, due to the variation of the context in which the activity of the project is carried out should also be 
proposed by the Project Manager, appraised by the Head of Mission and the Regional Director, and authorized 
by the donor.  

The Project Manager must in any case carefully check the effective future sustainability of the project, in order to 
correct any critical issues that may arise as and when they do, with specific regards to: 
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 Economic sustainability 
 Interest and commitment of the beneficiaries 
 Local capacity to manage the activities. 

The Project Manager must ensure the level of involvement of staff throughout all stages of project implementation. 

The Project Manager therefore operates to keep the staff motivated and ensure that they share project objectives 
and feel directly involved in any future actions.  

The relationship with the beneficiaries, which is essential to the project's success, will be constantly ensured in 
order to create virtuous synergies and participation in terms of future sustainability. 

The Project Manager is responsible for ensuring that maximum care is taken in relations with the partner or 
partners (in Italy and locally), respecting roles and ensuring respect for those of the Organization. 

The Project Manager must ensure an appropriate and transparent collaborative relationship with the donor for both 
current and for future activities.  

For the purpose of ensuring the economic-financial management, the Project Manager operates closely with the 
Country Finance Officer, in order to ensure sound project financial management and proper accounting practices 
according to the procedures and criteria defined by INTERSOS in the Model, in these Protocols and in the related 
attachments (manuals and tools). 

The Project Manager also ensures a careful control of the budget, particularly ensuring that: 

 The total amount of the expenses never exceeds the one granted for the contribution; 
 The upper limit on budget–line movements is respected; 

 The reporting deadlines are respected, also with a view to ensuring timely payment of installments due to 
the Organization. 

The Project Manager is under constant supervision of the Head of Mission to whom he daily reports about the 
progress of the project activities and monthly with the submission of the PAT. 

3.2. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADMINISTRATIVE-
FINANCIAL DUTIES REQUIRED FOR PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

The Project Manager is responsible for the activity planning, the financial planning of the project (general and on a 
monthly basis), the monthly cash flow and the Procurement Plan (PAT). He may be supported by the staff involved 
in the project and, if necessary, by the Country Finance Officer, for the formulation of the financial planning, the 
cash flow, and the procurement plan. Within 15 days of signing the agreement with the donor, the Project Manager 
submits the financial plan, the cash flow and the procurement plan to the Head of Mission for authorization to 
proceed accordingly. The Head of Mission approves, prior data check by the Country Finance Officer, the financial 
plan, the cash flow and the procurement plan and sends them back to the Project Manager. Following the check 
performed, the Country Finance Officer forwards the financial plan, the cash flow and the procurement plan to the 
Regional Finance Officer who then sends them, after due checks of his competence, to the Finance Director.  

The Country Finance Officer is responsible for properly performing project’s administrative and accounting tasks. 
Thus, he ensures the verification, maintenance and proper recording of all expense documents (invoices, pay slips, 
receipts, etc.) by date, payment method (cash or bank) and budget item. 

From a financial point of view the Country Finance Officer must ensure the timely and correct transfer of funds, 
accordingly to the cash flow; in particular: 

 For projects funded locally, he must ensure the transfers: 
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o to the field for the cost to be incurred locally 
o In Italy for all expenses linked to international staff, flat-rate administrative costs and any other 

expense incurred/ to be incurred in Italy 

 For projects funded in Italy he must ensure the timely submission of a funds request as planned in the 
cash flow. 

Any compensation between receivables and payables accounts related to funds coming from Italy and funds sent to 
Italy need to be checked by the Regional Finance Officer and approved by the Finance Director. 

The written authorization must detail all increases and decreases of compensation.  

For the requests use: 

 Format 7 – Field fund request  
 Format 8 – Mission fund request 

The Country Finance Officer enters the financial plan of the project and of the mission into the accounting system 
(NPW) or the Book of Prime Entry (PN) within 5 days of the Head of Mission’s approval, as defined in the 
accounting manual. 

The Country Finance Officer collaborates with the Project Manager to review the financial plan, as the forecast 
needs for financial resources over the time remaining for the project; the review requires: 

 the monthly recording of all financial transactions and commitments 
 the Project Manager to keep the work plan and the human resources plan up-to-date. 

To this end, the Country Finance Officer ensures that the accounting records are kept up-to-date and all 
accounts (cash and cash equivalents s, receivables and payables) are reconciled by the 10th of each month for 
the operations of the previous month. 

The Country Finance Officer is also responsible for monitoring the cash flow on a monthly basis through the 
Format 20b - Control over Mission’s liquidity. 

3.3. SPECIFIC FINANCIAL NEEDS OF THE PROJECT 

In the event of a temporary unavailability of financial resources, the Head of Mission, with a view to ensuring the 
mission efficiency, may authorize, in writing (or by e-mail), defining the relevant time-scale and methods of 
repayment, the temporary use of resources pertaining to a different project, prior arrangement with its Project 
Manager. 

Transfers of resources as specified above and the consequent refunding of such are analytically traced by means 
of bank transfer, except where the same account is used jointly by the projects concerned. 

If the financial plan of a specific project shows financial needs for budgeted activities that cannot be postponed and 
are not supported by the related available finance, the Regional Director, after hearing the opinion of the Heads of 
Mission and the Project Managers, prior favorable opinion of the Regional Finance Officer, may authorize, in 
writing (or by e-mail), upon definition of the time-scales and methods for repayment, the transfer of funds from one 
project to another (under the scope of the same geographic area. In order to get this authorization he also informs 
the Finance Director. 

Transfers of resources as described above and the related repayment are analytically traced by means of bank 
transfers. 

The project funds for which the Headquarters is responsible for can be used for advances or loans between 
projects and missions (see paragraph 3.2. above). 
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3.4. CHANGES TO BUDGETS AND OBJECTIVES 

Budget monitoring and review must be performed and prepared by the Project Manager, to be submitted for the 
approval of the donor where necessary. Both actions are based on "timely forecasts" obtained through the constant 
comparison between residual funds available for a budget item with the "expenses to be incurred" within a given 
time. 

The Country Finance Officer appraises the requests of extension of the contract and changes to the budget 
during its implementation (either proposed by the Project Manager or by donors), notifying the results of the 
appraisal (by e-mail) to the Head of Mission and the Regional Finance Officer. 

Extensions and budget revisions must be authorized by the Head of Mission and submitted to the donor for 
approval, when applicable according to its guidelines. 

Budget revisions involving variations in shares borne by the Headquarters must also be approved (by e-mail) by the 
Finance Director. 

Changes to project objectives must be authorized (by e-mail) by the Regional Director, having first consulted with 
the Program Unit Coordinator. 

Following the above authorizations, requests for extensions and/or changes will be notified in writing to the donor in 
accordance with its guidelines. After approval by the donor, the governance tools (NPW accounting system/Book of 
Prime Entry (PN) and PAT) must be updated and the related documentation must be sent to the positions of the 
Organization in any way involved, in the same ways as established for contracts (Paragraph 2.2.3 of this Protocol). 

3.5. CONTRACTS WITH STAFF 

Contracts with staff in any capacity shall take into account the number of months and amount allocated per budget 
line, considering the project needs and the total cost of staff and not purely what is paid to it on a monthly basis as 
net, as described under paragraph 2.1.6. of this Protocol. 

3.6. USE OF NON-MONETARY RESOURCES 

In the event of using non-monetary resources, the documentation able to show the effective use of these resources 
must be defined first and subsequently acquired. 

3.7. NARRATIVE REPORTS - DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PROJECT 
MANAGER 

In preparing narrative reports, we recommend using the Logical Framework and the Work Plan as reference, in 
order to ensure complete reporting on the objectives and results expected in relation to the time-scale envisaged 
and on any issues which have occurred and action to be taken to solve them.  

Narrative reports must also be consistent with the data provided in the financial reports pursuant to paragraph 3.8. 

The Project Manager prepares and sends the following to the Head of Mission: 

 Quarterly reports on project activities, within a month following the reporting period; 
 The final report with an appraisal of the experience and any indications for new projects, within the date of 

completion of the project; 
 Narrative reports as envisaged by the contract with the donor, at least 10 days prior to expiry; 

 Monitoring reports according to the terms envisaged when planning the action; 
 The hand-over report pursuant to Human Resources Manual.  
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3.8. FINANCIAL REPORTING AND MAINTENANCE OF PROJECT FILE - DUTIES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

In order to suitably prepare for the monitoring, evaluation or audit conducted by a donor or its representatives, it is 
good practice to regularly update the project file in accordance with the provisions of Format 12 Project 
Documentation Checklist, integrating reports with additional materials (slides, photographs, local newspaper 
clippings, etc.) certifying the impact and relevance of the project. 

3.8.1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PROJECT MANAGER IN TERMS OF 
FINANCIAL REPORTING 

As party responsible for the project accounting records and in order to prepare the financial reports for the donor, 
the Project Manager first checks all supporting documentation (for eligibility and proper allocation of the expenses 
incurred locally and in Italy) and signs it preferably prior to their recording. Should this not be feasible, the Project 
Manager must perform the checks in good time for the submission of the report to the donor (preferably 10 days 
prior to the contractual due date). Additionally, he shall also verify the financial reports prepared by the Country 
Finance Officer. 

In addition to this, the Project Manager must ensure the drafting of all documentation (reports and formats) 
required by the donor and send it to the Head of Mission for control and transmission to the Regionals at least 6 
days before the deadline.  

Should the contract between the Project Manager and the Organization end earlier, the reports must be delivered 
by the date on which the collaboration contract expires or is rescinded. 

3.8.2. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COUNTRY FINANCE OFFICER IN 
TERMS OF FINANCIAL REPORTING 

The Country Finance Officer prepares the financial reports according to the guidelines and formats provided by 
the donor. Should the donor not request any specific format, the Country Finance Officer shall use those defined 
by the Finance Director.  

Reports may have different levels of detail depending on whether they are interim or final reports. 

In any case, expenditures must be reported under headings and must provide the following information: 

 Document date; 
 Accounting entry date and number; 
 Description of expense; 
 Name of the supplier, national staff, expat staff, consultant, etc.; 

 The vehicle number plate in the case of an expense related to fuel, maintenance, insurance or taxes; 
 Expense currency; 
 Amounts in currency; 
 Exchange rate used in relation to the donor guidelines; 

 Equivalent value in the project currency; 
 Distinction of expenses incurred in Italy and those incurred locally; 
 The other entry (cash/bank/debt). 

Expense data must be taken directly from the NPW accounting system/Book of Prime Entry (PN), prior recording 
and control of transactions and reconciliation of accounts. 

Please note that the NPW accounting system enables the use of different exchange rates: 
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 For financial statements: 
o Monthly InforEuro exchange rates for all expenditures in a currency other than Euro; 
o Bank’s exchange rate applied to international transfers in foreign currencies if stated in the bank’s 

receipt, alternatively monthly InforEuro exchange rate must be applied; 
 For reports: 

o Projects funded in Euro (the following exchange rates shall be use for recording the transactions); 
 E.C. projects – monthly InforEuro exchange rates; 
 ECHO projects - monthly InforEuro exchange rates; 
 Italian Ministry of foreign Affairs projects - monthly UIC journal exchange rates; 
 Italian Cooperation projects - monthly InforEuro exchange rates if not otherwise 

established by the donor; 
 Other projects: monthly InforEuro exchange rates if not otherwise specified by the donor; 

o For projects funded in USD and other foreign currencies: monthly UN exchange rates if not 
otherwise specified by the donor. 

The Country Finance Officer also guarantees that the documents are: 

 Prepared in compliance with the provisions of Format 12 Project Documentation Checklist  
 Ordered and numbered in such a way as to facilitate their traceability during audits. 

He also checks that the other contributions envisaged by the donor guidelines and/or indicated in the contract are 
always highlighted and detailed in the narrative report and that all documents supporting these are attached in the 
project files. 

3.8.3. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HEAD OF MISSION IN TERMS OF 
NARRATIVE/FINANCIAL REPORTING 

The Head of Mission checks the financial and/or narrative reports for the donors (both intermediate and final) 
which are prepared by the Project Manager and by the Country Finance Officer and sends them for further 
control, along with the monitoring and evaluation reports (both internal and external) to the Regional Director and 
the Regional Finance Officer in good time (at least five days before the deadline of the contract); any changes 
which should arise from the Regional Director and Regional Finance Officer’s checks must be communicated by 
email to the Head of Mission and Country Finance Officer at least 2 days before the due date for reporting. 

In carrying out his check, the Head of Mission pays particular attention to the shares of other contributions as may 
be envisaged by the contract (INTERSOS, other partners, etc.) and to the type of contribution (monetary and non-
monetary). 

The Head of Mission is the ultimate person responsible for the orderly collection of all documents pertaining to the 
individual projects, without prejudice to the responsibility of the Project Manager as set out under paragraph 3.8.1 
of this Protocol. The Head of Mission must therefore oversee and carefully monitor the entire collection, control 
and archiving process of project documents. 

Within 2 days of the submission of the reports (narrative and financial), the Head of Mission sends a soft copy of 
the reports and of the letter of presentation to the Regional Finance Officer, the Country Finance Officer and the 
Project Manager. 

The Regional Finance Officer will then immediately file the soft copies on Alfresco and forward the documentation 
onto the Finance Director so that a copy may be kept in the file held at the headquarters. 

The Head of Mission shall immediately file the narrative and financial reporting presented to the donor in the 
project file held in the mission. 
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3.8.4. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR AND 
REGIONAL FINANCE OFFICER IN TERMS OF FINANCIAL REPORTING 

The Regional Director and the Regional Finance Officer ensure the general supervision of reporting, keeping the 
Finance Director constantly informed of any critical issues that may emerge during the relevant checks and the 
provisions taken, also ensuring the regular transmission of documents and reports once submitted. 

4. PROJECT MONITORING AND CONTROL 

4.1. MONITORING PLAN 

The Project Manager ensures a regular and systematic monitoring of all activities of the project life cycle. To this 
end, within 15 days of the signature of the contract, he drafts the "Monitoring plan" starting from the Logical 
Framework, to define: 

 Responsibilities 
 Types of activities to be performed 
 Methods and time frames for the activities to be completed 

 Methods and time frames for data collection required to identify the indicators. 

The Project Manager provides the data needed to update the Project Appraisal Tool (Format 6) on a quarterly 
basis. To achieve this objective, the Project Manager continuously and systematically carries out three main 
actions: 

 Data collection and analysis 

 Identification of variances 
 Preparation of suitable and corrective actions. 

The regular Monitoring Report of project activities aims to inform the Head of Mission, the Headquarters and the 
donor of the following: 

 The level of progress made on activities 

 The level of achievement of results 
 The level of use of financial resources. 

In order to ensure an effective monitoring process, the following must be provided to the Project Manager at the 
start of activities: 

 The Logical Framework 

 The work plan 
 The financial plan. 

4.2. INTERNAL AUDITING OF THE PROJECT 

In order to meet the needs and requirements of the stakeholders (be it donors, supporters, beneficiaries):  

 The Secretary General may request the Internal Audit to conduct internal audits on projects, whether in 
Italy or abroad. The request must be made in writing and it must be presented to the Internal Audit at least 
a month before the start of the process, and it must clearly define the scope and objectives of the audit 
(projects/processes). 
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 The Internal Audit has the authority of soliciting ad hoc checks on the project both on site and during the 
missions, based on the results of the routine checks envisaged by the Internal Audit regulation. This 
request must be presented in writing to the Secretary General at least a month prior to the beginning of the 
process and must clearly define the scope and objectives of the audit (projects/processes). 

4.3. EXTERNAL AUDITING OF THE PROJECT 

In order to suitably prepare all documents necessary for external auditors, the Head of Mission, with the support of 
the Country Finance Officer, carry out the following: 

 A careful check of the documentation according to the scheme provided with the checklist pursuant to 
Format 12. 

 Drafting a document introducing the organization in terms of its purpose, values and organizational 
structure, as well as the specific mission in the reference area; 

 Acquiring the INTERSOS Organization, Management and Control Model and related procedural Protocols 
as well as the regulation of the specific mission and regulation of national staff for the mission. 

We recommend ensuring timely responses to any request made by an external audit and acting in a collaborative 
manner at all times, aiming at make the external auditing an opportunity by which to improve project management 
activities. To this end, the nature of any findings must be understood, in order that the Organization can 
subsequently take the necessary steps to improve. 

It is therefore important to promptly inform the Finance Director, the Regional Finance Officer, the Regional Director 
and the Internal Audit, of any draft or final audit report produced by the external auditors. 

4.4. PROJECT CLOSURE REQUIREMENTS 

In order to ensure the regular closure of the project, we recommend that the Project Manager, together with the 
Country Finance Officer, donate, within the deadline of submission of the final report, the durable 
goods/equipment/works of the project (e.g. car, computer, photocopier, buildings, land, etc.) to the beneficiaries 
identified in the project proposal, through an analytical delivery report which enables the official take-over and 
acquisition of ownership. 

If the final beneficiaries were not identified in the contract, the Project Manager, together with the Head of Mission 
shall transfer the goods to the donor with a specific analytical report, or request their transfer to other projects, 
without prejudice to where otherwise established by the donor. 

If no other project has been initiated in the same location or country, the Head of Mission also ensures the 
termination (giving proper notice) and payment of rent contracts, telephone lines, bank accounts, and staff. These 
closure activities must be described in a specific report to be sent to the Regional Director and to be forward, prior 
verification, to the Secretary General. 
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PROTOCOL II – ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE 

Protocol II, which is divided into sections and paragraphs, defines the criteria and process for preparing the 
financial statements of the Organization, as well as the responsibilities, requirement and internal controls that must 
be secured at all stages of the economic and financial management of the Organization, and the administrative and 
accounting operations necessary for the implementation of the project, up to the final consolidation of the 
information in the above mentioned financial statements. 

INTERSOS accounting practices are based on the principles of the Italian Civil Code concerning the preparation of 
the financial statements and are aimed at provide an overall view of the assets, the liabilities, the financial position 
and the profits or losses of the Organization incurred over a specific accounting period. 

The functions of the accounting system of INTERSOS are carried out using the accounting software called NPW 
System. 

Please note that the financial year of INTERSOS starts on January 1st after the approval by the INTERSOS Board 
of Directors of the programmatic document, which determines economic and financial objectives and its expenditure 
forecasts for the Headquarters and local offices. The expenditure forecast in the annual programmatic document 
has an authorizing effect for the purposes of the internal management of INTERSOS. 

The agreement signed with the donor for the implementation of a project is the formal requirement to the start the 
project activities that, for administrative and accounting part, include: 

 The Financial programming 
 The Procurement planning 

 The signature of employment contracts with staff 
 Carrying out procurement procedures 
 The proper recording of related transactions 
 Financial transactions (transfer funds, receipts, withdrawals, payments) 

 Keeping and maintenance of accounting records 
 Preparation of periodic and final reports concerning the management of the budget of the project.  

The activities listed above are the subject of discussion of individual paragraphs of this Protocol. 

In particular, section A outlines the process of drawing up the financial statements of the Organization, which are 
created according to the different levels of responsibility of all the major roles of the Organization itself. 

Section B provides indications on financial programming, cash flow of project, mission and Headquarters 
(consolidated), management of cash, authorized persons, the limits of their powers, derogations and reporting 
process, bank accounts and cash flows. 

Section C provides indications on the management of accounting documents, in Italy and abroad, and the subjects 
in charge of them. 

Section D provides guidance for the management of cash, offices, warehouses, vehicles and other assets. 

Protocol II also contains certain principles and rules for the management of activities in remote control in the case 
of projects that are carried out at locations that are not easily accessible (section E)  

The criteria and rules governing the delegation letter/power of attorney for some activities in the area of project 
management are indicated in section F. The concept of derogation is also clarified therein. 
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Section G lays down the limits and criteria for the exercise of autonomy of organizational missions, without 
prejudice to compliance with the principles stated in the Organization, Management and Control Model of 
INTERSOS. 
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A – PREPARING THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE 
ORGANIZATION – PROCESS AND COMPONENTS 

Section A covers the components, roles, organizational methods and activities that need to be in place in order to 
draw up the financial statements of the Organization. 

Please note that the financial statements are intended for anyone with an interest in the Organization, such as staff, 
partners, donors, banks, suppliers, partners, tax and welfare agencies, etc. 

The financial statements—understood as the set of quantitative and qualitative financial accounts created to provide 
a representation of the Organization’s financial position and the economic outturn of the period— is prepared in 
accordance with international accounting standards. 

The financial statements, accompanied by the Audit Certificate, are submitted to the Board of Directors and the 
Members’ Assembly for final approval. 

The financial statements shall be approved by April 30th. 

Within March 30th, the Finance Director may request the Secretary General to extend the term for the approval of 
the financial statements, pursuant to paragraph 2 of Article 2364 cc, if deemed necessary. 

The financial statements of INTERSOS are available on the Organization’s website. 

In order to provide a fully comprehensive view of the different aspects and conditions that result in a correct and 
truthful preparation of the financial statements, aspects related to the management and disclosure of economic and 
financial aspects of the Organization are also outlined here, where they contribute towards different profiles, 
including both operators of local structures in relation to projects they manage and operators at the Headquarters. 

Finally, this section outlines further requirements regarding the keeping of the accounting books and records. 

Section A also includes the following Formats: 

 Format 4 – Book of Prime Entry (PN) 
 Format 5 – Accounting Manual (NPW) 
 Format 9 – Budget scheme 

 Format 13 – Mission Budget 
 Format 15 - Control over Mission’s income and expenditures 
 Format 16 – Control over Mission’s statements of financial position 

1. ANNUAL BUDGET 

1.1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

The financial management of the Organization is implemented based on the Annual Budget approved by the Board 
of Directors no later than January 30th each year, in conjunction with the three-year strategy and the Annual Action 
Plan. 

The management time unit is the financial year starting 1 January and ending on 31 December of the same year. 

The Annual Budget is prepared by the Financial Director according to the Format 9 – Budget Scheme and 
presented to the Secretary General by January 15th.  
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In the annual budget, the income is organized according to the source of the funds whilst the expenditures are 
classified by program, project or object. 

The Annual Budget is drawn up with the observance of the principle of economic balance, represented by the 
correct balance between income and expenditure. Loss management may be provided on the condition that it is not 
of a structural character, safeguarding the economic balance in the medium-long term period. 

The Annual Budget has authorizing effect, setting the annual spending limits. 

The income and expenses are recognized in their full amount without any reduction to reflect income and 
expenditure related to them respectively. 

In January, the Secretary General authorizes the provisional management solely and exclusively for current 
expenses. 

1.2. STRUCTURE AND DRAFTING CRITERIA OF THE ANNUAL BUDGET  

The Annual Budget is based on the following documents: 

 Estimate of income and expenditures 
 Projects portfolio 

 Plan of investments and divestitures 
 Cash flow 
 Fundraising plan 
 Action Plan 

The Estimate of income and expenditures usually contains a forecast of the income, distinguishing between 
contributions to institutional tasks assigned by donors (public and private) and income directly generated by the 
Organization, as well as the forecast of costs for the institutional activities and operation. It consists of the following 
documents: 

 A summary of estimated income and expenditures 
 A breakdown of estimated income and expenditures 

The summary of estimated income includes: 

 An estimate of flat-rate administrative fees proportioned to the estimated portfolio  
 The estimated income related to the operating activities 
 Any extraordinary item 

 Other gains 

The summary of estimated expenditures includes: 

 An estimate of expenditures related to the operating activities 
 An estimate of the support and administrative costs 

The breakdown of estimated income details in a clear and verifiable manner: 

 The increases in economic resources related to the projects whether they were acquired in the previous 
financial year, or whether they are pending signature or submission, and are subdivided into: 

o Income from operating activities  
o Income covering the support costs of the Headquarters and the local offices; 
o Income for contributions from other organizations for use of the office; 
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o Income from fundraising activities (accompanied by an Action Plan already approved by the 
Secretary General) 

 Other income (interest earned on bank accounts etc.) 

The breakdown of estimated expenditures details in a clear and verifiable manner: 

 The cost for employees, which is calculated gross of expenses borne by the Organization (a distinction is 
to be made between employees in force and those which are expected to be hired throughout the year); 

 The cost for all contributive staff, which is calculated gross of expenses by the Organization (a distinction 
must be made between contributive staff in force and members of staff which are expected to be hired 
throughout the year);  

 The cost for services, which needs to be divided in certain costs, to be incurred in the respect of 
agreements that have been signed, and predictable costs; predictable costs are based on present and 
future staff, on the increasing or decreasing trend of all activities carried out in the Headquarters and the 
progress of the increase of consumer costs; within the costs for services there are: 

o Training costs (on the basis of a predefined plan and authorized the Secretary General) 
o Fundraising costs (based on a predefined plan and authorized by the Secretary General); 

 Among other operating expenditures there are: 
o The annual membership fees; the name of the organization, the period of reference and total 

amount must be provided; 
o Legal and notarial services: a detail of notarial fees, including a list with the kind of legal advice 

provided (e.g. statutory amendments), and legal fees, including a list of the legal activities 
underway and respective amount for both attorneys’ fees and amount of compensation for any 
alleged damages, must be provided; alleged damages must be recorded on the income 
statement in which they appear and for this reason their total amount must be found within the 
provisions for the financial closure of the year. During the estimate phase we only consider the 
consultant’s legal fees; 

 Financial charges and fees, which concern bank interest expenses, for credit lines in the bank account 
which must be calculated on the average use of said credit lines (data obtained by the cash flow); 

 Extraordinary charges, related to incidental extraordinary expenses which must be incurred in the financial 
year of reference and which are especially linked to the opening and closing costs of missions which have 
been objectively assessed (in absence of project activities, insufficient allocation of funds, convenience 
etc.) and agreed to be charged on the financial year; the details must be approved by the Secretary 
General; 

 Taxes and duties especially include: 
o IRAP1, which is calculated based on legal provisions, 
o Local taxes as waste, occupation of public property, signs etc. 

 The depreciation costs is divided in certain costs (which need to be collected from the inventory book and 
attributed to assets previously purchased and which have not been fully depreciated) and variable costs 
which are based on a purchase plan of equipment and other goods approved by the Secretary General. 

The Plan of Investments and divestitures is the forecast of investments and divestitures of tangible, intangible and 
financial assets (equipment, machinery, buildings, software, etc.) detailing the effects on the economic resources 
(increases/decreases) and financial holdings (payments/receipts) of those operations. 

The cash-flow (internal non-mandatory document for the approval of the Annual Budget) estimates on a monthly 
basis the amount of cash and cash-equivalents moving into and out of the Organization to ensure the 
implementation of programs. The flows must be distinguished in: 

 Local cash flows 

 Italy cash flows 

                                                           

1 IRAP (Imposta Regionale sulle Attività Produttive) or Italian Regional Tax on Productive Activities. 
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Each entry must be divided into flows for institutional activities and flows for operating costs. Flows for institutional 
activities are extrapolated from the cash flow of each individual project.  

Flows for running costs should be defined on the basis of predefined commitments and deadlines. 

The Annual Budget shall be accompanied by the Action Plan prepared by the Secretary General, containing the 
objectives, schedule of activities and criteria according to which income and expenditures have been estimated. 
The Action Plan also includes the reasons for the variances when comparing the current annual budget and the 
one of the previous year and the causes of the formation of the alleged loss for the financial year. 

1.3. THE ROLE OF LOCAL OFFICES IN DRAWING UP THE ANNUAL BUDGET 

In order to set the Annual Budget all missions must send by December 30th the following documentation to the 
Regional Director and Regional Finance Officer for their verification: 

 The up-to-date PAT (Format 6 - Project Appraisal Tool) containing the data on projects and the financial 
plan; 

 The forecast of the expenditures related to the local offices and how they are expected to be covered 
(Format 13 - Mission Budget); 

 The up-to-date transaction records; 

After verification, the Regional Finance Officer sends by January 10th the documentation to the Finance Director. 

2. INTERIM STATEMENTS 

2.1. STRUCTURE AND DRAFTING CRITERIA OF THE INTERIM STATEMENTS 

The Interim Statements and the revision the annual forecast are prepared by the Finance Director and submitted 
to the Secretary General: 

 By July 31st for the accounting period ending June 30th; 
 By October 31st for the accounting period ending September 30th; 
 By December 31st for the accounting period ending November 30th  

The interim statements are drawn up as the Annual Budget and are accompanied by: 

 The financial statements for an interim period; 
 The forecast for the remaining period; 
 The variances 

The detailed documents that accompany the interim statements are the same as those for the Annual Budget along 
with a detailed report highlighting: 

 The state of budget implementation, problems encountered, and corrective measures 
 Forecasting method criteria use for the remaining period 
 The budgeting variances and their causes. 

The Cash Flow must refer to the remaining period and include cash and cash-equivalents movements not reported 
in the previous period. 
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2.2. APPROVAL OF CONSOLIDATED INTERIM STATEMENTS 

The Secretary General approves the consolidated Interim Statements and the revision of the Annual Budget as long 
as the total amount remains unchanged. Should this not be the case, the new draft annual budget along with all the 
supporting attachments must be submitted to the Board of Directors for approval within one month following the 
date of the estimate. 

The Interim Statements must be audited by the Internal Audit before their submission to the Board of Directors. 

3. ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 

3.1. STRUCTURE AND CRITERIA APPLIED WHEN DRAWING UP THE ANNUAL 
ACCOUNTS 

The Annual Accounts prepared in accordance with Articles 2424 - 2425 - 2427 - 2428 and subsequent of the Italian 
Civil Code, adapted to the specific needs of the Organization, are composed of the following documents: 

 An Income Statement (broadly mirrors the forecast of income and expenditures) highlighting the positive 
and negative effects on the financial performance over the specific accounting period, according to the 
accrual accounting practices; 

 An Statement of Financial Position showing the assets and liabilities tailored to the specifics of the 
Organization; 

 The Explanatory Notes, which are prepared by the Finance Director, are designed to provide explanation 
of events and transactions relating to the financial performance, significant events occurring after the 
closure of the financial year and any other information deemed useful to an understanding of the changes 
in financial position and performance of the Organization 

 The Annual Report, in which the Secretary-General illustrates the activities carried out in the financial year 
and future prospects. It is aimed to express an appraisal on the results achieved, to determine the use of 
any operating surplus, if positive, and coverage – and/or measures to be taken – if there is an operating 
deficit; 

 The Independent Auditors’ report which certifies the reliability of the financial information, in compliance 
with the law, transparency of accounts and solvency of the Organization to third parties. 

All the accounts of the financial statements show the figures of the previous financial year as provided by Art. 
2423(3rd) of the Italian Civil Code. Should a comparison between the accounts not be possible, those of the 
previous year must be properly reconciled. 

An integral part of the Annual Accounts are the attachments, prepared in accordance with the principles of 
transparency, clarity and traceability of funds. 

The attachments include: 

 Details of receivables disclosed per project/structure; 
 Details of accrued income and deferred expenses disclosed per project/structure; 

 Details of cash and cash equivalents disclosed per project/s; 
 Details of payables disclosed per project/structure; 
 Details of accrued expense and deferred income disclosed per project/structure; 
 Details of operating income and expenditures disclosed per project. 
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3.2. INCOME STATEMENT 

The Income Statement or Statement of Operations summarizes the income disclosed by source and category whilst 
the expenditures are disclosed according to their nature.  

The income is divided in: 

 Income resulting from the operating activities which include all grants, funds and contributions raised to 
support the operations; 

 Other income resulting from operating activities which include the shares of grants aimed at covering 
operating costs, unrestricted contributions, the membership fees and any other income derived from 
operating activities (reimbursement prepaid expenses, equipment rental and sales, personnel loans etc.). 

The expenditures are divided in: 

 Expenditures resulting from the operating activities which include all costs incurred to support the 
operations; 

 Other expenditures resulting from operating activities which include all support costs incurred by the 
Headquarters (materials and visibility, services, personnel), depreciation and amortization, variations in 
decreased stored goods, provisions and management costs relating to local facilities. 

The difference between the total income and total expenditures shows the net profit or loss incurred over the 
accounting period and includes interest income and expenses and currency exchange gains and losses. 

The extraordinary items include those components that derive from sources outside the operating activities, in 
particular represented by capital gains on disposals of assets, sale of securities, unusual or infrequent items and 
extraordinary items related to prior periods and generally to calculation errors or omissions. 

3.3. STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 

In the Statement of Financial Position the Assets are broken into current and non-current items therefore activities 
intended for the long-term in the Organization management fall within non-current assets, whilst the rest fall within 
current assets. 

Accrued income refers to the income that is earned in the accounting period but that will be received in future 
periods, while deferred expenses are future expenses that the Organization pays for in advance before it actually 
incurs them. 

The Liabilities and Shareholder’s Equity in the Statement of Financial position are divided into the following macro-
categories: 

 Net assets which include emergency funds set aside in the past and the contingency fund for the current 
year, after deducting the funds used to cover the operating costs, and therefore indicates the resources 
available for the Organization to use in the future to operate and achieve its goals. 

 General provisions set aside for losses anticipated to occur in the future or known liabilities, though the 
specific amount of the liability may not be known. 

 Accrued severance, regarding the liabilities accrued each year for the severance fund of employees; 

 Payables, or debts that must be paid off within a given period of time; 
 Accrued expenses which have been incurred but that will be paid in later periods and deferred income or 

income received in advance but not yet earned. 
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3.4. EXPLANATORY NOTES 

The Explanatory Notes have a twofold purpose: 

 To detail the macro items of the financial statement; 

 To provide the reader with accurate information and an analytical view the performance of the 
Organization. 

To this end, the Explanatory Notes must include: 

 General information about the Organization and in particular: name, date of establishment, main areas of 
activity, operational office(s) and applicable fiscal regime; 

 Any other general information deemed relevant; 
 The accounting principles adopted for drawing up the financial statements; 
 The accounting criteria applied to the accounts of the financial statements, adjusting entries, and 

exchange rates applied to transactions denominated in foreign currencies. 
 The accounting criteria adopted for tangible and intangible non-current assets, as well as their description, 

details and track movement. This will also include the extent and reasons of the amount of depreciation or 
amortization applied to tangible and intangible assets, with explicit reference to their contribution to the 
production of future operating results, their expected useful life and, when relevant, their market value, 
indicating also the differences compared to those made in previous financial years; 

 The composition of expenditures incurred and accrual and deferrals, as well as the criteria applied for their 
inclusion and their respective depreciation or amortization; 

 variances occurred in the composition of other assets and liabilities, at least with reference to the macro 
items; 

 The list of investments, assets held directly or through an intermediary, indicating for each item the name, 
location, share held and the value attributed to in the balance sheet or corresponding credit; 

 The amount of past-due receivables and payables indicating the reason for the delay in payment, detailing 
for each entry the amount of receivables and payables past-due for more than five years, and payables 
secured by guarantees on assets with specific indication of the nature of the guarantees; 

 The composition of accruals and deferrals in the Statement of Financial Position; 
 The net assets disaggregated into categories according to the sources, possible use with specific 

indication of the nature and duration of any restrictions, as well as their use in previous financial years; 
 Commitments not disclosed in the Statement of Financial Position, detailing their composition and nature, 

the knowledge of which is useful for assessing the financial position of the Organization (bank guarantees, 
leased assets, etc.). 

 A brief description of the fundraising policy and the figures on fundraising expenditures against funds 
raised; 

 The methodology adopted for the allocation of shared costs to the operating expenditures; 
 Detailed information on services and goods received free of charge, including quantities, increases, 

decreases and the final amount for each category of goods; 

 Details of any donation received from national, expat and Headquarters staff (full name, amount, project of 
assignment); 

 Quantitative information on the contributions resulting from voluntary work (number of volunteers, hours 
worked...); 

 Details of other gains and non-operating expenditures; 

 Details of the financing activities; 
 Details of the extraordinary items; 
 Details of contracts signed, including the contracting party, duration, purpose and amount of the grant 

(Project Portfolio); 
 Detailed information on income, expenditure and net income disclosed per project. 

 The breakdown and explanation of expenses reimbursed to top management positions or to any natural or 
legal personality related to them; 
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 Details of all transactions made during the year with subjects that may have a conflict of interest, 
specifying for each transaction: name, description of the relationship with the Organization, description of 
the transaction, amount of the transaction and the reasons which led to the use of the subject in conflict of 
interest. 

3.5. ANNUAL REPORT 

The Annual Report discloses in particular: 

 The results achieved in the implementation of work programs, as amended and/or supplemented during 
the year and the results of financial management in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and economy in the 
use of resources; 

 Information on the budgetary policy adopted and implemented for the realization of statutory goals 
(distribution of financial resources in percentage between operating and non-operating expenditures); 

 The proper comparison of annual income and expenditures with those of the previous year; 
 Details of the programs discussed at the time of programming, any variations and the level of 

achievement, in particular the implementation of the economic plans and multi-annual programs and 
resources used to achieve them; programs for organizational development, if any; 

 Results achieved relating to the operating activities in terms of fulfillment of objectives and beneficiaries 
reached; 

 Information on the policies adopted aimed at managing and training human resources, and the results 
achieved; 

 Results achieved relating to communication and information activities; 
 Policies adopted and results achieved relating to fundraising. 

3.6. AUDITORS’ REPORT 

The financial statements shall be audited before submission to the Board and approval by the Members’ Assembly, 
in accordance with the Art. 13 of the Statute. 

4. PROCESS FOR DRAWING UP THE ORGANIZATION’S FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS 

For the purposes of preparing the financial statements of the Organization, the following documents shall be 
updated and reconciled by December 31st, and uploaded on Alfresco by Regional Finance Officers by February 
28th: 

 The records of all transactions properly registered into the accounting system (NPW) or Book of Prime 
Entry (PN); 

 The bank statements of the accounting period;  
 The petty cash balance disclosed per project and per base or local office Format 11 – Cash counting and 

cash reconciliation; 
 Format 15 - Control over Mission’s income and expenditures 
 Format 16 – Control over Mission’s statement of financial position (receivables, payables, accrued 

severance, non-current assets); 
 Any additional documentation requested by the Finance Director, required for a proper preparation of the 

Financial Statements; 
 Information requested by the Secretary General for the preparation of the Annual Report. 
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4.1. PROJECT FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

To correctly draw up the financial statements of the Organization requires the timely closing process of the 
accounts of each project ended during the financial year; to this end, the Finance Director must carry out the 
following operations into the accounting system (NPW) at the Headquarters level: 

 Reconciliation of project expenditures recorded against financial reports submitted to donors; 
 Cash and cash equivalents  reconciliation per project; 
 Reconciliation of receivables and payables and verification with the cash and cash equivalents balance per 

project; 

 Detecting the adjusting entries for accruals and deferrals; 
 Translating accounts in foreign currency to Euro using the InforEuro exchange rate of December. 

Transaction gains and losses should be disclosed in the income statement under the fund of transaction 
gains and losses. 

 Closure of the income statement (where the total of expenditures equals the total of income generated) 
with adjustments over the income; 

The accounts of the Statement of Financial Position of each single project shall remain open until all debts are paid, 
settled or otherwise resolved and payments on receivables are received. 

For projects to be implemented over different accounting periods, before closing the income statement it is 
necessary to identify the exact amounts of the income that have not yet been earned but need to be carried forward 
into future periods. 

4.2. MISSION FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

For the purposes of preparing the Mission’s Financial Statements, the Finance Director must perform the following 
operations: 

 Identify all accruals and deferrals relating to mission’s contracts (Leases, consulting, etc.); 
 Identify all prepaid expenses for projects under approval; 

 Reconcile all cash and cash equivalents  balances of the mission 
 Reconcile all receivables and payables and compare them with the cash and cash equivalents balances of 

the mission; 
 Incorporate the expenses incurred on site and those incurred in Italy. In particular: 

o for expatriate staff, a negative difference between the expenses actually incurred and those 
charged to projects shall be recorded as an income for the mission while a positive difference 
shall be recorded as an expenditure for the mission; 

o expenses incurred in Italy on behalf of the mission shall be recorded as an expenditure for the 
mission; 

 Translate the accounts in foreign currency to Euro using the InforEuro exchange rate of December.  

 Closure of the income statement (where the total of expenditures equals the total of income generated) 
resulting in an increase/decrease of the fund for the financial year. 

4.3. HEADQUARTERS FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS 

For the purposes of compliance with the timing of approval of the financial statements, it is essential that all 
activities referred to in paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2 be completed by March 30th, so as to enable the subsequent 
operations of consolidation of financial statements described below. 

For the headquarters, the operations to be performed by the Finance Director to prepare the annual financial 
statements of the Organization are as follows: 
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 Identification of all prepaid expenses paid by the headquarters for projects under approval; 
 Identification of income and expenses whose cash transaction is anticipated or postponed (accruals or 

deferrals). The most common deferral and accrual entries relates to utilities (telephone, electricity, water, 
gas) and maintenance contracts, leases, rental costs, insurance, security, INAIL contributions, expenses 
for employees (with regard to the recording of the accruals for the thirteenth and fourteenth month salary), 
interest income and expenditure; 

 Identification of invoices to be received; 
 Identification of severance accrued and revaluation of the fund of the previous financial year; 

 Identification of the depreciable amount of an asset and valuation of tangible fixed assets at historical cost, 
adjusted according to the criteria set out below (depreciation fund); 

 Identification of the depreciable amount of an asset and valuation of intangible fixed assets at historical 
cost, adjusted according to the criteria set out below (loss in earning power of the asset); 

 Clearance of assets disposed of and of their related fund; 

 Review of status of stock at warehouse and adjustment of the assets value; 
 Identification of finance income or costs and any extraordinary item; 
 Reconciliation of cash and cash equivalents balances; 
 Reconciliation of accounts receivables and payables, and adjustment of the amount recorded in the 

balance once is determined that they continue to be collectible; 
 Assessment of the financial capacity to meet financial obligations (cash + cash equivalents + receivables = 

> payables); 
 Translation of accounts in foreign currency to Euro using the InforEuro exchange rate of December.  
 Assessment of any risk (General provisions) associated with losses anticipated to occur in the future or 

known liabilities, likely to be incurred or certain to be incurred, but uncertain as to the amount and date on 
which they will arise may not be known at the time of the financial statement closing process (Art.2424 2nd 
of the Italian Civil Code); 

 Recording of taxes (e.g. IRAP) according to the law provisions (Legislative Decree 446 of 1997 and 
subsequent amendments); 

 Closure of the income statement (where the total of expenditures equals the total of income generated) 
resulting in an increase/decrease of the fund for the financial year; 

 Checks on the balance sheet, for the foreign part (projects and missions) relating to: 
o Expenses per project = income per project; 
o Expenses per field structure = income per field structure; 
o Receivables per project + project’s cash and cash equivalents = project’s payables + deferred 

income per project 
o International transfers in Italy = transitional account refunds from projects to NGO; 
o Loans between Missions = 0; 
o Loans between projects = 0; 
o Expenses per mission = income per mission; 

If expenses exceed the income, there are two possible actions to be taken: 

 Use of reserves set aside in previous years, provided the amount of the reserves after the use is not less 
than 75% of the initial amount; 

 Report the loss for the financial year as a decrease of the net assets in the Statement of Financial 
Position. 

5. MAINTENANCE OF BOOKS AND RECORDS 

5.1. BOOKS AND RECORDS REQUIRED 

The President or his delegate is responsible for maintaining and keeping the following statutory books up-to-date: 
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 Minutes of the meetings of the Assembly 
 Minutes of the Board of Directors. 

The Finance Director is responsible for maintaining and keeping the following accounting books up-to-date: 

 Journal; 
 Inventory book; 
 General Ledger; 
 Record of tangible and intangible assets, containing the description and valuation of assets at the start of 

the financial year, changes in individual items during the year as a result of budget management or for 
other reasons (amortization or depreciation, deterioration, unusual or infrequent items and extraordinary 
items), as well as for ensuring the matching during the financial statement closing process. 

The Director of Human Resources is responsible for maintaining and keeping the following up-to-date: 

 Books and records under the provisions of labor law and social security. 

5.2. MAINTENANCE OF ACCOUNTING BOOKS AND RECORDS 

All records, supporting documents and correspondence shall be kept for a minimum period of ten years, and in the 
event of pending litigation procedures, they shall be kept until findings or litigation has ended with a judgment not 
subject to appeal, including through the use of electronic filing in the manner provided by law. 

5.3. ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 

The Organization uses systems of automatic data processing for keeping financial records and accounts. The 
system currently in use is called NPW SYSTEM, this system allows double-entry management, and is provided with 
an Accounting Manual specifying (Format 5 - work in progress) the features and instructions on using the 
accounting system, with particular reference to: 

 Recording of expenses, income and financial transactions per project in compliance with the donors’ 
request for separate accounting entries for each contribution received; 

 Recording of expenses, income and financial transactions per mission, in accordance with any 
requirement from local authorities; 

 Recording of expenses, income and financial transactions of the headquarters. 

The system also allows to prepare: 

 Separate accounts and financial statements for each contribution received for operating activities; 

 Separate accounts and financial statements for each mission aimed at monitoring and evaluating the 
financial management; 

 Separate accounts and financial statements for the headquarters aimed at monitoring and evaluating the 
financial management; 

 Interim consolidated financial statements aimed at monitoring and evaluating the performance of the 
Organization’s activities against the budget; 

 Consolidated annual accounts aimed at providing the reader with accurate and detailed information on the 
performance of the Organization according to the formats provided for by the Italian Civil Code. 

The NPW system uses Microsoft technology, which is the most popular standard and handles the insertion of data 
into a Microsoft SQL Server Database, with over 500 databases. 

Data may be entered at a field or Headquarters, according to a hierarchical role based access control system 
previously defined. 
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The system consists of a set of programs for accessing data for: 

 Basic configuration and security management 
 Entering and managing project’s accounting records at the Headquarters level 

 Entering and managing project’s accounting records at field level 
 Synchronization between central database, coordination and branch offices 
 Specific procedures for importing data stored in electronic media. 

Its functions fulfill the needs of project management in terms of keeping accurate accounting records and providing 
reliable information on the financial situation and performance. 

The format of the financial statements is proposed by the Agency for Non-Profit Organizations and conforms to the 
IV Directive 78/660/EEC, with five areas of activity, and it is possible to obtain financial statements for the whole 
structure or partial statements by office, coordination, geographic area or state. 

The accounting system puts an emphasis on detecting cash flows, enabling the tracing of funds transferred 
between missions and projects, highlighting payables and receivables and reporting refunds. 

Project management is based on the Budget estimate, and any successive amendment, which is compared with the 
accounting records of expenses incurred. It also allows to manage the work plan, indicating the place where the 
cost is incurred and its financial nature. 

The system extracts data organized by project, by location or in their entirety, to prepare a cash flow forecast and 
compare it with the actuals costs incurred and recorded in the accounts. 

The software uses stable technologies for saving data, and over 500 tables that make up the system are generated 
and maintained with automatic procedures of optimization and security. 

Active and passive security measures were adopted. 

 With regard to active security measures, the access to the Database is granted by the administrators of 
the system, both at the Headquarters and in the field, who configure the permissions to users, according to 
the type of activity that may be carried out (view, enter, delete data) or to the area of activity (recording, 
payroll, data synchronization, reporting). A password is required to access the software; 

 Passive security concerns the univocality of information, made available in different locations. The use of 
procedures that generate the setup files, update the data to and from the Headquarters, to and from the 
office of higher or lower rank allow the information sharing, guaranteeing the continuity and the uniqueness 
of the source. Each row is uniquely identified and cannot be confused with the others. 

The process and organizational responsibilities for entering and validating data is that provided for in this Protocol 
for the purposes of administrative and accounting management of the Organization both in the field and in Italy. 

5.4. SPREADSHEET DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM (BOOK OF PRIME ENTRY) 

In branch offices, in small missions that only handle one project and in those in which, because of organizational 
difficulties, the NPW accounting system is not in use, the accounting data are recorded in a Book of Prime Entry 
spreadsheet application. 

The Book of Prime Entry file contains: 

 A sheet for each project reporting all the data of the project, 
 A sheet for recording all transactions, 
 A sheet for estimating local wages and social security and tax charges, 

 A sheet to measure the liquidity of the cash and cash equivalents, 
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 A sheet to ensure that all accounting data has been properly registered (Trial Balance), 
 A sheet for contracts signed with third parties. 

The instructions to use this tool and the codes to be used are detailed in Format 4 Book of Prime Entry (PN).  

The Country Finance Officer is responsible for importing data onto the NPW accounting system in the branch 
offices. 

In smaller missions, the import of data onto the NPW accounting system is a task of the Regional Finance Officer. 

In larger missions that, for organizational reasons, use both systems, the Country Finance Officer is responsible 
for importing data from the Book of Prime Entry onto the NPW accounting system. 
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B – FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF ACTIVITIES – FINANCIAL 
FORECASTING – CASH FLOW 

This section examines aspects of the financial management of: 

 Projects 
 Missions 
 Headquarters 

In particular it outlines the performance and organizational strategies which must be implemented by both overseas 
offices and Headquarters, to ensure financial stability of projects and ultimately success in achieving their objectives 
within the timescale agreed with donors. 

Financial management of projects is one of the Organization’s most difficult tasks; the highest attention is requested 
to all operators while performing the procedures described in the following paragraphs: 

 Paragraph 1 – preparing expenditures and cash flow forecasts of projects, missions and Headquarters 
and consolidating them in one statement providing a global framework to monitor the movements of cash 
and cash equivalents. 

 Paragraph 2 – structure and project’s cash management practices in overseas offices and Headquarters. 
 Paragraph 3 - structure and project’s banking management practices in overseas offices and 

Headquarters. 

Section B also comprises the following Formats:  

 Format 6 – Project Appraisal Tool (for the part concerning the expenditures forecast)  
 Format 10 – Bank reconciliations 
 Format 11 – Cash counting and cash reconciliation 

1. PROJECT’S FINANCIAL FORECASTING 

This paragraph sets out the main criteria and job positions involved in forecasting the income and expenditure 
levels needed to successfully implement projects while ensuring the organization’s financial sustainability. This 
section completes the content described on Protocol I point 3.2. – “Roles and responsibilities for the purpose 
of administrative-financial duties required for project Implementation”. 

Accurate management and continuous monitoring of this process are therefore essential to avoid any shortfall over 
a specific timescale of activities. 

Missing or inaccurate forecasting may put at risk the achievement of the project's objectives, resulting in the 
Organization being unable to meet its contractual obligations toward the donor, and indirectly affecting future 
relations between the two parties. 

Careful management and regular monitoring of cash flow are essential criteria to ensure proper project 
management and avoid any financial risk for the Organization. 

Financial forecasting is thus the tool used to estimate the inflows and outflows, of the project, the mission and 
Headquarters. 

The individuals responsible for this process, at the various levels, are: 
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 The Project Manager for the project; 
 The Head of Mission and the Country Finance Officer, for the general costs of the mission; 

 The Finance Director for the Headquarters and the consolidated financial forecast of the Organization.  

The financial forecast of: 

 A project must be conducted by the Project Manager, with the support of the Country Finance Officer, 
within 15 days upon signature of the contract with the donor, 

 A mission must be drafted by the Country Finance Officer, in collaboration with the Head of Mission, in 
good time according to the general previsions of the Organization and however not later than December 
30th each year; Regional Directors shall perform all the checks not later than January 10th each year;  

 the Headquarters must be prepared by the Finance Director by January 30th each year and in any case 
within the due date for the Annual Budget approval by the Board of Directors. 

The financial forecast must be reviewed and revised as necessary and whenever required as a result of changes in 
the approved project’s work plan or budget. 

The above-mentioned changes may alter the financial forecast of the mission that should therefore be revised. 

Likewise, might the above-mentioned changes have an impact on the financial forecast of the Headquarters, it shall 
therefore be revised. 

The signature of new contracts may also require the review and revision, at the relevant levels, of the financial 
forecasts already in place. 

Significant variances between the budget and the actual results reported in the interim statement may require the 
review of the first one before submitting it for revision and approval by the Board of Directors. 

The financial forecasting process consists of a series of steps involving the following levels: 

 Projects 
 Missions 

 Headquarters 

1.1. PROJECT FINANCIAL FORECAST AND CASH FLOW 

The Project’s financial forecasting, enclosed in Format 6 Project Appraisal Tool, involves the preparation of: 

 A forecast of expenditures to be incurred in a given location and time period. 
 An estimate of cash inflows and outflows over a period and resulting surplus or shortfall over a given 

period. 

The Project Manager decides the amount, time period when and location where an expenditure shall be incurred 
based on the analysis of the work plan attached to the proposal submitted. 

The Project Manager may perform the above-mentioned activities with the support of the Country Finance Officer. 

The financial forecast should be updated at least on a monthly basis or even weekly, or every two weeks if 
necessary. 

The Country Finance Officer submits the financial forecast (enclosed in Format 6 PAT) and the project’s cash flow 
to the Regional Finance Officer for its check. 

After checks are performed, the Regional Finance Officer submits the PAT to the Head of Mission for approval.  
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Activities shall be divided into proceedings while estimating the amount and time period during which expenditures 
must be incurred. 

Example: "Procurement of goods for distribution activities". Estimate the amount, schedule the time during which 
and the location where expenditures must be incurred for each one of the following proceedings: 

 execution of the procurement procedure 
 delivery and payment 
 assembly of parts, if necessary 
 distribution. 

The following are key points to bear in mind when preparing a financial forecast: 

 Project’s start and due date 
 Eligibility period 
 Location in which the expenditure is to be incurred 

 Financial reporting requirements 
 Procedures and requirements to request the payment of cash installments 
 Indicative periodic cash installments schedule 

The forecast of all cash installments is a key element when preparing the Project's Cash Flow forecast. 

The financial forecast must be expressed in the currency of the project. 

The Project’s Procurement Plan, enclosed in Format 6 PAT – Project Appraisal Tool, shall be prepared along with 
the financial forecast in case it hasn’t been drafted during the proposal phase, to identify all expenses that might be 
subject to procurement procedures and which procedure must be applied. 

The project's financial forecast must be reviewed and revised: 

 Following modifications requested and authorized by the donor 

 Following requests for extensions authorized by the donor 
 When monthly checks show that facts have changed the project's true financial situation 

The Project Manager and the Country Finance Officer review the financial forecast against the actual on a monthly 
basis by comparing it against all transactions registered into NPW/Book of Prime Entry. 

If project’s activities are implemented as planned, the actual level of expenditure should match the forecast. 

Any variances (+/-) between the forecast and the actual expenditure must be carefully analyzed and measures 
should be taken to correct any discrepancies, if necessary. 

In the case that the monthly check shows that the financial forecast does not accurately represent inflows and 
outflows, the whole forecast must be reviewed and revised, taking into account paid and outstanding expenses. 

Once monthly expenditures to be incurred and location have been determined, the Cash Flow forecast is drawn up. 
The Cash Flow forecast aims to show: 

 The net cash flow of a project 
 Possible periods of shortfall 

A project's Cash Flow forecast comprises: 

 Forecast of inflows and outflows in Italy 

 Forecast of inflows and outflows in loco. 
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The Project’s Cash Flow forecast must be reviewed and revised whenever required as a result of changes in the 
financial forecast. 

1.2. MISSION FINANCIAL FORECAST 

The Mission financial forecasting refers to the expenditures forecast of the overseas offices, within the limits of the 
budget, and requires the following proceedings: 

 Estimating the indirect costs to be apportioned between projects 
 Estimating the time period over which expenditures associated to indirect cost must be incurred 
 Estimating the time period over which the recovery of indirect costs will occur and the mission will be 

reimbursed. 

Example: "the annual rent for the premises is paid in advance". 

 In January the entire sum of rent must be paid 
 In February Project 1 reimburses part of the sum 
 In March Project 2 reimburses another part, and so on. 

Consequently, a greater liquidity will be required by January by the mission against the effective cost apportioned to 
it. The reimbursements made by the projects in the following months will balance the bigger volume of outflow of 
January. 

As a general rule, the costs of the Mission should be forecasted and included in the budget of projects. Normally, 
indirect costs should be apportioned between all ongoing projects, following the guidelines of the donors and the 
criteria stipulated by the Organization (See section D- Management of goods and structures, chapter 1.1.2. 
Overseas Offices Management costs and allocation criteria). 

Any additional cost must be authorized by the Secretary General and the Board of Directors during the approval or 
revision of the annual budget. 

The Head of Mission, with the support of the Country Finance Officer, is responsible for the mission’s expenditure 
forecasting and their allocation between projects; The Country Finance Officer is responsible for the cash flow 
forecasting. 

The mission cash flow (Format 20 a) encloses both projects and non-projects cash flow and aims to estimate: 

 The opening balance or available funding 
 All expenditure to be incurred 
 All inflows (income and receivables collected) related to projects 

 All payables to be paid 
 Loans 

To prepare a mission's cash flow forecast, it is necessary to: 

 Convert all projects and non-projects cash flows into a common currency, usually Euro 

 Estimate the total inflow and the total outflow for each month. 

The total inflow shall include the transfer of funds from Headquarters (for projects funded in Italy) while the total 
outflow shall include the funds to be paid to Headquarters (for projects funded abroad). 
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1.3. HEADQUARTERS FINANCIAL FORECAST 

The Financial forecast of the Headquarters is the result of the Headquarters expenditure forecast which is drafted 
by the Finance Director and approved by the Board of Directors, determining the time period over which 
(generally each month) expenditures must be incurred and the non-project costs or the indirect costs that cannot be 
recovered or apportioned to a project and therefore must be allocated to the headquarters.  

Any expected additional cost of a mission must be included in the Annual Budget, which must be submitted to the 
Secretary General for authorization and to the Board of Directors for approval.  

The cash flow shall be prepared along with the financial forecast and must estimate: 

 The expat staff costs;  

 The transfers of resources from missions to Headquarters (competences, overhead, project costs to be 
incurred in Italy) related to projects which are entirely funded abroad;  

 Transfers of fund from the Headquarters to the missions (project costs to be incurred abroad) related to 
projects which are entirely funded in Italy.  

It has therefore the objective of estimating:  

 The opening balance or available funding 
 All expenditure to be incurred 
 The possibility of temporarily transferring the funds from one project to another or from a project to a 

structure and vice versa. 

The cash flow of the headquarters must be expressed in Euro.  

The general cash flow of the Headquarters must be reviewed and revised any time:  

 The total of inflow and outflow change as a result of the signature of a new contract; 
 Not predicted or not predicable facts that may change the expectations; 
 Interim statements must be prepared. 

The acceptance in writing of the financial forecast by the Secretary General forms an authorization document; 
therefore all payments and transfers of funds do not require any further authorization. 

2. CASH HANDLING 

This paragraph provides guidelines for the proper management of project monies abroad and in general those of 
the Organization. 

It establishes procedures, roles and responsibilities aimed particularly at avoiding the risk of financial irregularities 
and the loss of monies. 

2.1. CASH HANDLING ABROAD 

2.1.1. CASH HANDLING DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Country Finance Officer is responsible for receiving, handling, and safeguarding cash. 
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In his/her absence, a reasonable sum of money to cover planned expenditure and any unexpected costs is 
entrusted temporarily to the Head of Mission or in an emergency to another staff member (nominated by the Head 
of Mission). 

The delegation of cash handling must be supported by a written acknowledgment, signed by both parties, that a 
sum of money has been received. A photocopy of the receipt must be kept in a safekeeping device, either a safe or 
locked container. 

The Country Finance Officer and the Field Finance Officers by him/her delegated are responsible for the regular 
and proper management of monies. 

For this reason they must neatly keep the Book of Prime Entry up-to-date, record all transaction on a daily basis, 
ensure that the petty cash fund is reconciled at all times. 

2.1.2. MANAGEMENT OF ADVANCE PAYMENTS 

Country Finance Officer or Field Finance Officers must record in the sheet PENDING of the Book of Prime Entry 
any cash that is advanced by indicating the date, name and surname, amount and nature of the expenditure to be 
paid with the cash advance. 

The cash advance should be supported by a petty cash advance slip signed by both the petty cash custodian and 
the receiver of the cash advance. 

When the unspent money and paid receipts are returned by the receiver of the cash advance (except for advances 
of salary), the Country Finance Officer or the Field Finance Officers must record in the petty cash advance slip 
the total amount of paid receipts, the unspent balance and the date. An advance must be settled at the latest within 
a month following the date in which it was granted. Failure to provide supporting documentation (paid receipts) 
within the due terms may result in turning the amount of the advance not timely or properly supported over to 
payroll. 

The Country Finance Officer or the Field Finance Officers must report all cash advances not supported by filing 
the Format 11 – Cash counting and cash reconciliation on a monthly basis. 

Cash advances given in December must be settled by the end of the month at the latest. Granting cash advances 
after the 20th of the month is discouraged. 

The Country Finance Officer or the Field Finance Officers may grant cash advances to a logistics officer for 
sundry purchases prior authorization of the Project Manager or Head of Mission; the authorization may be 
granted by e-mail, in which case copy of the e-mail must be attached to the petty cash advance slip. 

All advances must be settled with the office that granted the cash advance. 

Cash advances on salary may be given to expat staff, if entitled by contract. 

2.1.3. CASH TRANSACTIONS RECORDING ABROAD 

All transactions recorded must have an invoice or receipt supporting the expenditure; in the case of one lump sum 
payment for multiple invoices the transaction needs to be detailed and split into multiple entries as many invoices 
paid. 

Transactions must be recorded on a daily basis. 

Transactions recorded must provide appropriate and accurate information without omissions or irregularities; in 
particular, payments over 100 Euro (or equivalent in another currency) must report the name of the supplier. 
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Monies must be separated by currency and transactions must be recorded in the currency of the supporting 
document, except where payment is made in a different currency, in which case the exchange rate applied and the 
amount of currency paid should be noted on the document. 

2.1.4. PETTY CASH FLOAT 

For security reasons the maximum amount that can be held at any time is 7,000 Euro (or its equivalent in foreign 
currency) without considering the security envelopes delivered to the staff (or its equivalent in foreign currency). 
The petty cash float refers to each single project managed in the mission; the mission itself is considered the same 
as a project.  

The petty cash float may exceed the threshold only under the following circumstances: 

 Genuine reasons affecting safety of staff; 
 Unsuitable or non-existent banking facilities. 

The Regional Finance Officer, based on the proposal made by the Country Finance Officer/Head of 
Mission, shall submit a written derogation request to the Internal Audit, which after assessing the reasons for 
the request will submit it to the Secretary General for approval.  

The Country Finance Officer must justify and report any derogation to the float by filling the Form for petty cash 
counting. 

2.1.5. SECURITY MEASURES FOR CASH HANDLING ABROAD 

It is advisable to install a safe with two keys: one key is held by the Country Finance Officer and the other handed 
in a sealed envelope (and signed by both the Country Finance Officer and the Head of Mission) to the Head of 
Mission, to be used exclusively in case of emergency for the safety of staff. 

The INTERSOS safe may also be used to deposit staff personal funds. INTERSOS declines any responsibility for 
any loss or theft of money, and no claims will be accepted. 

2.1.6. CASH PAYMENTS ABROAD 

The use of checks or wire transfers is mandatory. Exception can be made in countries where bank services are not 
available.  

Petty cash may be used to make small volume purchases, which shall not exceed 500 Euro or its equivalent in 
foreign currency. Splitting expenditures or payments to deliberately evade the cash payments limit is not permitted 
(example: invoice amount due 1,000 Euro, 2 payments of 500 Euro). 

Cash payments above the limit of 500 Euro or its equivalent in foreign currency may be done in those missions 
where bank services are not suitable, prior written request for derogation. 

The Regional Finance Officer, based on the proposal made by the Country Finance Officer/Head of 
Mission, shall submit the written derogation request to the Internal Audit, which after assessing the reasons for 
the request will submit it to the Secretary General for approval.  

Donors may request to provide proof of payment for each voice expenditure received, therefore lump-sum 
payments for multiple invoices are discouraged. In case this is not avoidable, a list of invoices must be attached to 
each lump-sum payment to which it refers. Payments settling both credits and debits with a supplier shall be 
recorded separately. 
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2.1.7. PETTY CASH RECONCILIATION ABROAD - DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Country Finance Officers and Field Finance Officers responsible for cash handling and management must 
reconcile all the petty cash funds on a daily basis. 

Country Finance Officers and Field Finance Officers must check the following elements when reconciling the 
petty cash fund in order to prevent discrepancies between the cash on hand and the petty cash fund minus total 
receipts: 

 Cash advances (pendings) not properly supported and/or settled; 
 Calculation errors; 

 Sums advanced to suppliers of goods/work/services who have issued temporary receipts for monies 
received, while awaiting the final invoice; 

 Loans granted to local staff; 
 Thefts (attach crime report to the relevant authorities or the jointly report made with the Country Finance 

Officer and the Head of Mission, outlining the sum missing and actions taken - see paragraph 2.1.9. of this 
section) 

Field Finance Officers must use the Format 11 – Cash counting and cash reconciliation to count the actual cash 
on hand and reconcile the petty cash fund. 

Once dully filled, the format 11 must be submitted to the Country Finance Officer on a regular basis (weekly, 
bimonthly, monthly) established by the latter.  

The Country Finance Officer submits to the Regional Finance Officer a duly signed summary report of the 
liquidity (cash and cash equivalents) on a monthly basis.  

2.1.8. IN LOCO CHECKS ON CASH FLOW 

The Country Finance Officer submits the following for approval of the Head of Mission by the 10th of every 
month: 

 The actual cash flow at the end of the previous month against forecasted highlighting any variances 

 The cash flow forecast for the current month, showing: 
o The opening balance or available funding 
o The funds to be transferred to Italy in the current month, and those forecasted in the previous 

month and not transferred yet 
o The funds to be transferred in the current month to the sub-offices if any, and those forecasted 

in the previous month and not transferred yet 
o The inflows forecasted for the current month 
o The inflows forecasted in the previous months and received in the current month 
o The outflows forecasted for the current month and detailed per project and mission 
o The outflows forecasted in the previous months and not yet paid. 

Data regarding inflows and outflows per project are collected from the financial forecast authorized by the Head of 
Mission. 

Data regarding the funds to be transferred to sub-offices are those already provided in the financial forecast, but in 
order to confirm or rectify the forecast Field Finance Officers must submit to the Country Finance Officer a 
written request for funding on a regular basis set by the latter. 
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2.1.9. PROCEDURES IN CASE OF THEFT OF PETTY CASH ABROAD 

Once the security situation has been assessed and the reliability of the petty cash custodians has been 
ascertained, the Head of Mission, with the support of the Country Finance Officer and the authorization of the 
Regional Director, must report the theft of monies to the authorities, within 24 hours of the theft. The Head of 
Mission has the duty of immediately communicating the theft to the Regional Director; the crime report 
released by the authorities must be kept amongst the documents; if the money stolen includes project funds it’s 
necessary to immediately report the event to the donor and enclosed the crime report to the notice of theft.  

In exceptional circumstances concerning the safety of the mission’s staff and prior authorization of the Regional 
Director, it is not mandatory to report the theft; in this case the Head of Mission and the petty cash custodian must 
provide a detailed description of what happened and which corrective measures will be taken; this report must be 
held on file; if the money stolen included project’s funds the Head of Mission must provide immediate notice of 
theft to the donor enclosing a copy of the report to the notice of theft. 

The Regional Director must immediately report any theft to the Secretary General. 

Any theft of project’s petty cash must be replenished and charged to INTERSOS. 

2.2. CASH HANDLING IN ITALY 

2.2.1. CASH HANDLING DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Finance Director is responsible for the liquidity and cash management. 

The Finance Director can delegate a Field Finance Officer to manage the petty cash fund to meet small 
expenses. 

The delegated Finance Officer must record all inflows and outflows in the Book of Prime Entry (PN) on a monthly 
basis; the Finance Director must check and approved the Book of Prime Entry and the supporting documents 
enclosed to it on a monthly basis. 

2.2.2. PETTY CASH FLOAT IN ITALY 

For security reasons the daily float must not exceed 7,000 Euro or the equivalent in other currencies. 

2.2.3. SECURITY MEASURES FOR CASH HANDLING IN ITALY 

It is advisable to secure the petty cash in a safekeeping device. 

2.2.4. CASH PAYMENTS IN ITALY 

The use of checks, wire transfers or any other electronic payment method is mandatory. 

Petty cash may be used to make small volume purchases, which shall not exceed 500 Euro or its equivalent in 
foreign currency. Splitting expenditures or payments to deliberately evade the cash payments limit is not permitted 
(example: invoice amount due 1,000 Euro, 2 payments of 500 Euro). 

Small daily expenditures to be incurred should have been forecasted and included in the Annual Budget approved 
by the Board of Directors. Any expenditure not forecasted or any overspent budget must be authorized by the 
Secretary General. 
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All international transfers of funds must be done through bank services; transfers of funds for the start-up of new 
missions or cash transfers to countries where bank facilities are unsuitable or non-existent must be authorized by 
the Secretary General. 

2.2.5. MANAGEMENT OF ADVANCE PAYMENTS IN ITALY 

The Finance Director or the delegated Finance Officer may grant cash advances to logistics officers or other 
headquarters operators for purchases related to projects authorized by the Head of Mission or the Secretary 
General. 

When the unspent money and paid receipts are returned by the receiver of the cash advance, the Finance Director 
Officer or the delegated Finance Officer must record in the petty cash advance slip the total amount of paid 
receipts, the unspent balance and the date. An advance must be settled at the latest within a month following the 
date in which it was granted. Failure to provide supporting documentation (paid receipts) within the due terms may 
result in turning the amount of the advance not timely or properly supported over to payroll. 

All advances must be settled with the office that granted the cash advance. 

2.2.6. CASH TRANSACTIONS RECORDING IN ITALY 

All transactions recorded must have an invoice or receipt supporting the expenditure; in the case of one lump sum 
payment for multiple invoices the transaction needs to be detailed and split into multiple entries as many invoices 
paid. 

Transactions must be recorded on a daily basis. 

Transactions recorded must provide appropriate and accurate information without omissions or irregularities; in 
particular, payments over 100 Euro (or equivalent in another currency) must report the name of the supplier. 

Monies must be separated by currency and transactions must be recorded in the currency of the supporting 
document, except where payment is made in a different currency, in which case the exchange rate applied and the 
amount of currency paid should be noted on the document. 

Donors may request to provide proof of payment for each voice expenditure received, therefore lump-sum 
payments for multiple invoices are discouraged. In case this is not avoidable, a list of invoices must be attached to 
each lump-sum payment to which it refers. Payments settling both credits and debits with a supplier shall be 
recorded separately. 

2.2.7. PETTY CASH RECONCILIATION IN ITALY - DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Finance Director and the Finance Officers responsible for cash handling and management must reconcile all 
the petty cash funds on a daily basis. 

The Finance Director and the Finance Officers must check the following elements when reconciling the petty 
cash fund in order to prevent discrepancies between the cash on hand and the petty cash fund minus total receipts: 

 Cash advances (pendings) not properly supported and/or settled; 
 Calculation errors; 
 Sums advanced to suppliers of goods/work/services who have issued temporary receipts for monies 

received, while awaiting the final invoice; 

 Loans granted to staff; 
 Thefts (attach crime report to the relevant authorities - see paragraph 2.2.9. of this section) 
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It is advisable to use the Format 11 – Cash counting and cash reconciliation to count the actual cash on hand and 
reconcile the petty cash fund. 

2.2.8. CHECKS ON CASH FLOW IN ITALY 

For monitoring purposes, the Finance Director submits the following to the Secretary General on a monthly basis: 

 The actual cash flow at the end of the previous month against forecasted highlighting any variances 
 The cash flow forecast for the current month, showing: 

o The opening balance or available funding 
o The funds to be transferred overseas in the current month, and those forecasted in the previous 

month and not transferred yet 
o The inflows forecasted for the current month and those forecasted in the previous months and 

not received yet 
o The funds to be received from the missions in the current month as support costs and and 

those forecasted in the previous month and not transferred yet 
o The outflows forecasted for the current month and those forecasted in the previous months and 

not yet paid. 

Any variances (+/-) between the forecast and the actual monthly expenditure must be approved by the Secretary 
General. 

Any additional expenditure (not forecasted or included in the Annual Budget such as advance of funds to missions, 
funds for setting up new missions) must be authorized by the Secretary General prior report by the Finance 
Director on the available funding and level of expenditure. 

It is to be noted that:  

 expenditures for the start of missions must be approved by the Board of Directors 

 Any other expenditures not forecasted in the Annual Budget approved by the Board of Directors must be 
submitted to the Board of Directors for approval at it’s next meeting.  

2.2.9. PROCEDURES IN CASE OF THEFT OF PETTY CASH IN ITALY 

The Secretary General, with the support of the Finance Director must report the theft of monies to the 
authorities, within 24 hours of the theft; the crime report released by the authorities must be kept on file; if the 
money stolen includes project funds it’s necessary to immediately report the event to the donor and enclosed 
the crime report to the notice of theft.  

Any theft of project’s petty cash must be replenished and charged to INTERSOS. 

3. BANK ACCOUNTS MANAGEMENT 

Paragraph 3 outlines the procedures, responsibilities and controls to be performed in the handling of current bank 
accounts and financial records which impact on the Organization. 
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3.1. MANAGEMENT OF OVERSEAS BANK ACCOUNTS 

3.1.1. OPENING OF OVERSEAS BANK ACCOUNTS 

Before opening a bank account in a foreign bank, the Head of Mission should obtain the bank's terms and 
conditions and consult the Regional Finance Officer in order to verify the bank’s credibility and associated (so-
called "intermediaries"). 

The Head of Mission must open the bank accounts under the name "INTERSOS Humanitarian Aid Organization". 

The Head of Mission must report in writing (via e-mail) to the Regional Director and the Regional Finance Officer 
any failure to open or properly naming the bank accounts. 

Under exceptional circumstances, the Regional Director, prior advice of the Finance Director, may authorize the 
Head of Mission (by e-mail) to open bank accounts under different names. 

Upon setting up a new mission, the Head of Mission or the delegated operator responsible for opening the bank 
account must provide the bank with: 

 The INTERSOS Statute and the certificate of association; 
 copy of the Power of attorney given to him/her to legally represent INTERSOS; 

 proxy letter to manage relationships with banking institutions. 

Any other documentation requested by banking institutions shall be provided by the Headquarters. 

The Country Finance Officer must provide the Regional Finance Officer with the details of the bank accounts 
opened (name of account, account n° and International Bank details – IBAN where available, or ABA for American 
banks, swift code, coordinates for the on-line access, bank agent, signing authorities) within 5 days of the 
opening of the account and register all the details requested in the accounting system (NPW) or Book of Prime 
Entry (PN).  

3.1.2. TYPES OF BANK ACCOUNT 

Bank accounts may be of various types, and may depend on the donor's requirements: 

 General bank accounts: under the name INTERSOS; used for receiving funds and making payments not 
related projects (for example setting up a new mission without projects); 

 Dedicated bank accounts, which may be: 
o dedicated to a specific project, if requested by the donor, under the name INTERSOS + initials of 

the sponsor + internal project code [e.g. INTERSOS - UNHCR - project code] 
o dedicated to a specific donor [e.g. INTERSOS - UNHCR], used for funds from various projects 

funded by the same donor (pool account). 

Bank accounts may be in various currencies: 

 bank accounts in foreign currency 
 bank accounts in national currency. 

3.1.3. OPERATING OVERSEAS BANK ACCOUNTS 

It is necessary to ascertain whether the internet banking services provided by the bank allow the user to perform 
transactional and not-transactional tasks (different authorization levels). 
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Bank accounts must always have dual signatories. One of the two signatories must be the Head of Mission. 

If the bank does not provide dual signature accounts, a certificate stating this must be obtained from the bank; this 
document is considered an essential component of the bank's documentation and must be attached to the projects 
dossier. 

The Head of Mission shall report in writing to the Regional Director and the Regional Finance Officer any failure 
to open dual signature accounts, for instance, due to exceptional circumstances dictated by the mission’s structure. 

Under exceptional circumstances, the Regional Director and the Regional Finance Officer, prior advice of the 
Finance Director and approval of the donor if required, may authorize the opening of single signature bank 
accounts. 

All withdrawals: 

 From dedicated bank accounts must be authorized by the Project Manager and confirmed by the 
Country Finance Officer (after checking the account balance); 

 From general bank accounts must be authorized by the Head of Mission and confirmed by the Country 
Finance Officer (after checking the account balance).  

All bank payments must be: 

 Authorized by the Project Manager (for project expenditures) or the Head of Mission (for mission 
expenditures); 

 Confirmed by the Country Finance Officer (after checking the account balance). 

When making payments by check, copy of checks must be dated, stamped and signed by receipt by the supplier. 

In the case of one lump sum payment for multiple transactions or invoices made by wire transfer, it is to be noted 
that: 

 All transactions recorded must have an invoice or receipt supporting the expenditure; in the case of one 
lump sum payment for multiple invoices the transaction needs to be detailed and split into multiple entries 
as many invoices paid. 

 Transactions recorded must provide appropriate and accurate information without omissions or 
irregularities; in particular, payments over 100 Euro (or equivalent in another currency) must report the 
name of the supplier. 

 Transactions must be recorded in the currency of the supporting document, except where payment is 
made in a different currency, in which case the exchange rate applied and the amount of currency paid 
should be noted on the document 

 Lump sum payments for multiple invoices are discouraged. In case this is not avoidable, a list of invoices 
must be attached to each lump-sum payment to which it refers.  

 Payments settling both credits and debits with a supplier shall be recorded separately. 

3.1.4.OVERSEAS BANK ACCOUNTS - DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The following operators are authorized to manage relations with banks: 

 The Head of Mission, or in his/her absence, an expat staff and/or the Regional Finance Officer; 
 The Project Manager, for dedicated project accounts; 
 The Country Finance Officer, or in his/her absence, the Regional Finance Officer; 

The above-mentioned operators may nominate and delegate other operators either expat or national staff solely to 
carry out single stated transactions. 
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Complete delegation of the management of bank accounts to national staff is not permitted, except for project bank 
accounts managed by Remote Control or for those which need to carry out activities in several separate bases. 

Bank accounts under the name of INTERSOS, whether dedicated or general, may not be used to transfer and 
receive personal funds belonging to INTERSOS staff. 

3.1.5. CHECKS ON OVERSEAS BANK ACCOUNTS AND FINANCES 

The Country Finance Officer is responsible for managing all bank accounts, checking transaction records against 
bank statements and reconciling the bank book against the bank statements. 

The following items must be checked when reconciling the records against the bank statements: (bank account 
number, brought forward balance on the bank statement, number and total sum of check payment issued and that 
have already cleared the bank, transfers made, withdrawals, bank charges, deposits and end bank balance). 

The bank reconciliation (Format 10 - Bank reconciliations) must be signed by the Country Finance Officer and 
checked by the Regional Finance Officer who will include the date and signature. 

Once the checks have been performed, the Regional Finance Officer shall upload on Alfresco the bank 
statements and the monthly bank reconciliations. 

3.2. MANAGEMENT OF BANK ACCOUNTS IN ITALY 

3.2.1. BANK ACCOUNTS IN ITALY - DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Finance Director is responsible for managing bank accounts in Italy (whether general or dedicated). 

In the case of dedicated bank accounts relating to projects funded and managed in Italy, all outbound transactions 
must be authorized by the Project Manager. 

In the case of dedicated bank accounts relating to projects funded in Italy and managed overseas, outbound 
transactions must be authorized by the Secretary General (authorized cash flow).  

For general current accounts, all outbound transactions must be authorized by the Secretary General (authorized 
cash flow). 

Monthly bank reconciliations must be compiled by the Accounting Officer, and checked by the Finance Director. 

3.3. FEATURES OF FINANCIAL AND CASH FLOW MANAGEMENT 

3.3.1. ESTABLISHMENT AND COLLECTION OF RECEIVABLES 

Prior assessment of receivables supporting documentation and the asset or revenue recognition criteria have been 
met or the underlying accounting event has occurred and the amount is determinable, appropriate Finance Offices 
(whether in Italy or overseas) must record the name of the debtor and the amount of each charge and/or credit. 

All incoming monies (whether cash or checks) must be deposited in bank accounts upon receipt and verification of 
their origin. 

The Country Finance Officer, for the missions, and the Finance Director, for Headquarters, ensure that all 
procedures concerning assessment, recording, collection and deposit of receivables are carried out regularly. 
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3.3.2. CLEARING AND SETTLEMENT OF EXPENDITURES 

When clearing the expenditures, which is the process of determining the creditor and total amount owned (based on 
supporting documentation and upon effective delivery of work or services) the following must sign the 
documentation: 

 The Project Managers or the Heads of Mission, for overseas bases; 
 The Finance Director for Headquarters 

Payment is arranged, subject to checks on the correctness and fiscal compliance of the documents: 

 By the Country Finance Officer, for missions 

 By the Finance Director, for the Headquarters 

Payments must be made by means of banking services: 

 from dedicated accounts (project or donor) for costs pertaining to the projects 
 from general accounts for headquarters or mission costs 

Petty cash may be used to make small volume payments, which shall not exceed 500 Euro or its equivalent in 
foreign currency. Splitting expenditures or payments to deliberately evade the cash payments limit is not permitted 
(example: invoice amount due 1,000 Euro, 2 payments of 500 Euro). 

Cash payments above the limit of 500 Euro or its equivalent in foreign currency may be done in those missions 
where bank services are not suitable, prior written request for derogation. The Regional Finance Officer, based 
on the proposal made by the Country Finance Officer/Head of Mission, shall submit the written derogation 
request to the Internal Audit, which after assessing the reasons for the request will submit it to the Secretary 
General for approval.  
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C - PROJECT DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT 

Section C contains guidelines for the proper maintenance of accounts records and filing of documents, identifying 
the persons responsible for it and the controls to be performed to ensure the accuracy and completeness of project 
files, in order to confidently handle any internal or external audits. 

Section C also contains the following documents to be used as guidelines to identify organizational procedures and 
the steps necessary to ensure regular maintenance of administrative and accounting documents related to the 
project. 

Format 17 –Instructions for filing administrative documents 

Format 12 - Project documentation checklist 

1. MANAGEMENT OF DOCUMENTS ABROAD 

1.1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE FINANCE OFFICERS  

The Country Finance Officer is responsible for the accurate recording of all transactions. He/she must ensure the 
proper traceability of funds and, in particular, that: 

 Each transaction (whether economic or financial) refers to a project; 

 Projects funds are not used for other purposes or projects without prior authorization of the Project 
Manager and the Head of Mission; 

 Financial movements from one project to another (loans and repayments) are accounted for separately; 
 The cumulative transactions are divided and recorded for each individual project; the overheads dividable 

on multiple projects have a special offset showing the debt of the project in relation to the structure and the 
reimbursement of these costs is documented. 

At the beginning of each financial year the Finance Director, in collaboration with the Regional Finance Officer, 
identifies the tool to be used for the bookkeeping of each individual Mission (double- entry software or a prime entry 
.xls file) provided they are subject to the binding principles referred to above. 

The Country Finance Officer, irrespective of the instrument used for the keeping of accounts must guarantee the 
correct accounting of administrative facts, the balancing and monthly reconciliation of the cash flow, bank, credit 
and debit.  

The Country Finance Officer is also responsible for the administrative organization of the mission branch offices 
and therefore must ensure that the Field Finance Officers: 

 Perform the daily recording of expense documents; 

 Perform all reconciliations of cash and cash equivalents  accounts;  
 Periodically send (on a weekly or monthly basis) the accounting records and supporting 

documents 

The Country Finance Officer is responsible for the formalities, archiving and storage of all Mission documentation; 
and to this end, the Finance Officer: 

Sets up, organizes and manages the administrative archives of the Mission and the on site projects, based on 
Format 17 –Instructions for filing administrative documents; 
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 Monitors the formalities of the accounting documents before their recording; 
 Provides the Regional Finance Officer with the formal documentation regarding individual projects and 

contracts; 
 Forwards the accounting and supporting documents, requested from time to time, to the Regional 

Finance Officer. 

 Prepares and submit the monthly statement of projects: 
o To the Project Manager 
o To the Head of Mission 

 Prepares and submit to the Head of Mission the monthly statement of the structure. 

1.2. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PROJECT MANAGER 

The Project Manager verifies, informing the Head of Mission in the monthly report, that: 

 The general project file contains: 
o - The approved contract, complete with all attachments listed in the contract; 
o - The technical proposal (if not included in the attachments); 
o - Any amendments (amendment requests + approvals); 
o - Official correspondence (incoming and outgoing) and the financer’s guidelines; 

 The project reporting file contains: 
o The interim and final narrative and financial reports and their covers; 
o The donor's letter of approval (if applicable); 
o A copy of the bank statement (dedicated account); 
o A copy of the bank receipts for collections; 
o Details and proofs of expenditures, sorted in chronological order and in the same order used for 

reporting (by chapter and sub chapter) unless otherwise specified by the donors; 
 The electronic file of the financial report, prepared by the Country Finance Officer, which must contain: 

o The summary of costs (as requested by the donor); 
o The details of the costs with the different levels of subchapters (regardless of the level of detail 

requested by the donor); 
o The list of local staff with the contract references and the calculation of the project period (time 

sheet); 
o The list of international staff with contract references and the calculation of the project period 

(time sheet); 
o The list of purchases subject to purchase procedures, with an indication of the type of procedure 

put into place, the contract number, the amount and the payments made; 
o The list and identifying details of equipment owned by the organization and the period of use; 
o The list and identifying details of equipment purchased with project funds 
o The list and identifying details of equipment provided by the donor and the period of use. 

To prepare for any eventuality it is highly recommended to achieve a printed copy of the contents of the electronic 
files mentioned above in the project’s binder.  

It is to be noted that for all documentation related to the project it’s necessary to correctly file (see Procurement 
manual) all documents related to tenders for public works, goods and services supplied.  

It is of utmost importance to correctly store, as enclosed in the Human Resources Manual, all documentation 
related to international and national staff (e.g. selection method, calculation of remuneration, drafting of the 
contract, pay slips and the social security and tax benefits) so that it can easily be accessible at the donors’ or 
internal and external auditors’ request. 

In the absence of the Project Manager, the above verifications are ensured in any case by the Head of Mission as 
a guarantor of the smooth functioning of the Mission activities. 
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1.3. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HEAD OF MISSION 

The Head of Mission ensures that the documents pertaining to the project and the local business structure, as well 
as the general documents, are filed. 

After project closure, the Head of Mission ensures the storage of all the documentation (in paper and electronic 
format) for the period required by the local law or, if longer, for the period required by the donor. 

At the request of the Finance Director or to close the mission, the documentation should be transferred to the 
Headquarters with prior authorization by the donor, where possible. 

1.4. LOSS OF DOCUMENTS 

In general, if the project documents are lost by either of the parties referred to above, they must first check the 
possibility to request authenticated duplicates (with the stamp and signature of the issuer). If it is not possible to 
acquire duplicates of the lost documents, the donor and the Regional Director are immediately notified. 

In order to have accurate control of the documents transferred between the mission sites or to Italy, it is necessary 
to prepare, prior to any transfer, a detailed list of the documents to be submitted and to make photocopies of the 
documents most relevant to the purpose of the management of the project. Before transferring any documents to 
Italy, it must first be ascertained whether the contract (including the guidelines) with the donor has established a 
requirement for prior authorization to transfer files. 

If these documents are lost during transfer, it is necessary to immediately check for the possibility to obtain 
authenticated duplicates. If it is not possible to obtain authenticated duplicates, the donor and the Regional 
Director will be immediately notified and, in the case of specific accounting documents, it is necessary to check for 
the requirement to notify local and national authorities as well. 

If documents received in Italy from abroad are lost, any report to the authorities is to be made by the recipient of the 
documentation in Italy. If documents are lost during transfer abroad from Italy, without the application of 
management rules above (the list and photocopies of the transferred documents), the police report is made by the 
persons who should have received the documentation. Conversely, for notification to the donor, the notification 
methods established by the donor should be verified and, in any event, such notification must be attached to a copy 
of the police report. 

All documentation regarding the loss of documents (reports to the authorities and notifications to the donor) must be 
stored with all the project documents. 

1.5. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE FINANCE DIRECTOR 

The Finance Director is responsible for the correct keeping of all the administrative and accounting documents of 
the Headquarters and mission; he guarantees their correct preservation for the period of time required by Italian law 
or for the period of time requested by the donor, if greater.  
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D – MANAGEMENT OF GOODS AND STRUCTURES 

Section D concerns the management of structures and goods abroad and in Italy, the criteria and conditions for the 
stipulation of related contracts and the controls to be ensured. 

Section D is supplemented by the following documents: 

Format 14 – Monthly breakdown of general costs of mission 

Format 18 – Goods delivery sheet / property return sheet 

➢ 19 a - Monthly vehicle mileage chart (Log Book) 

➢ 19 b - Disclaimer (for third parties on board) 

➢ 19 c - Monthly breakdown of vehicle costs 

1. HOMES, OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES ABROAD 

1.1. OBTAINMENT OF HOUSES, OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES 

The Head of Mission is responsible for the obtainment of the homes, offices and warehouses of INTERSOS. 

The INTERSOS homes and offices should be: 

 Presentable 

 Located in easily accessible areas. 

In choosing, the Head of Mission must keep the following aspects in mind: 

 Possibility of using water, electricity, telephone and internet; 
 Safety; 

 Distance from airport, banks, embassies, shops, etc.; 
 Spaces in relation to the number of people expected, both fixed and temporary (for example, staff on 

mission from the Headquarters), in order to ensure that each international operator has a room; 
 Costs. 

In choosing the spaces in which to set up a warehouse, particularly for spaces meant for the stocking of products 
to be distributed to beneficiary populations (food items, shelter, seeds, etc.), the Head of Mission, or a delegate, 
must fully consider: 

 That they are located in easily accessible areas and, when possible, near the main transport axes (roads, 
airports and ports); 

 That they have features that will easily ensure a good level of safety; 

 That they are possibly in a protected or easy to protect area; 
 That they are built with non-flammable material; 
 That they have a flat and solid floor; 
 That they have sufficient outside space to ensure the movement and maneuvers of vehicles; 

 That they are located far from areas subject to flooding; 
 That they are built so as to ensure a dry and well-ventilated environment; 
 That, if possible, they are equipped with ramps to facilitate loading/unloading operations; 
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 That they are equipped, or can easily be equipped, with electric and phone lines; 
 That they have, possibly, a room to be used as an office. 

1.1.1. CRITERIA FOR THE STIPULATION OF RENTAL CONTRACTS FOR 
HOMES/OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES 

The Country Finance Officer has the duty to prepare the rental contracts in compliance with local legislation. 

In preparing the rental contract, or using the standard formats of the hosting country, the Finance Officer should 
highlight the following aspects: 

 Duration of the contract: the duration will be defined depending on the expected time of use. In any case, 
all contracts should have a clause inserted regarding the automatic termination of the contract in the event 
of evacuation/sudden end of the mission/mandatory departure/etc.; 

 Monthly amount; 
 Payment method: frequency, currency and means of payment; 
 State of the structure at the moment of stipulation of the contract: the contract should be accompanied by 

a sufficiently detailed description of the state of the property and an inventory of the furniture/equipment, in 
the case of a furnished home/office.  

These attachments must be signed by both parties; 

 Timing and methods for termination of the contract by both the Tenant and the Landlord 

It is also necessary to specify and carefully assess: 

 Whether the routine maintenance (painting, equipment currently in use, taps and fittings, etc.) and/or 
extraordinary maintenance (plasters, boiler, drains, etc.) are at the expense of the Tenant or the Landlord; 

 Whether the utilities are at the expense of the Tenant or the Landlord; 

 The prohibition of automatic contract renewal; 
 The presence of clauses and penalties regarding early termination; such clauses should not be accepted. 

The Head of Mission signs the contracts after carefully checking their content. 

All contracts must be prepared in duplicate copies, signed by both parties and initialed on each page (one copy 
must be kept in the general archive). 

The Head of Mission, where necessary and after consulting with the Regional Director and the Regional 
Finance Officer, may stipulate any insurance policies to cover certain risks to the property rented by INTERSOS. 

1.1.2. OVERSEAS OFFICES MANAGEMENT COSTS AND ALLOCATION CRITERIA  

The Head of Mission is responsible for the costs of management of the various INTERSOS structures distributed 
in the country. 

The costs of managing these structures should, by law, be covered in the project budgets. 

The criteria adopted for the distribution of costs is based on the percentage share of work carried out by national 
and international staff that is not directly involved in the project.  

Costs of staff who is not directly involved in the project are:  

 Head of Mission costs 
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 Assistant of Head of Mission costs  
 Country Finance Officer costs  
 Finance assistants’ costs  

 International logistics cost  
 National logistics cost  
 Other staff costs (secretary, local administrator etc.)  

In the presence of one single project all mission costs above mentioned are charged 100% on the project, if this is 
allowed by the donor.  

Costs linked to the Regional Director and to the Finance Director are attributed to the projects, if recognized by the 
donor, based on the effective effort of the effective role carried out in the project; the calculation is based on the 
monthly time sheet.  

Distributed costs, unless specified by donor, are:  

 Office rent for the mission, condominium fees, insurance 

 Storage space rent for the mission, insurance  
 Utilities (water, light and gas etc.)  
 Telephone bill (fixed-mobile-fax-internet-thuraya etc.)  
 Office maintenance (equipment, installations, insurance, sanitary and hygiene products)  

 Local support staff (custodian, cleaning lady, cooks, laundress)  
 Security costs  
 Visibility costs  
 Office material costs  

 Regional staff’s travel and accommodation costs 

Branched office costs, and relative auxiliary costs, which are specifically opened to implement a specific project, 
should be considered direct costs for the project in question.  

In the presence of one single project all mission costs above mentioned, except those linked to the regional 
direction, must be 100% charged on the project, if approved by the donor.  

The Country Finance Officer at the start of each month activates a time sheet for each role above mentioned.  

Daily the various positions communicate to the Country Finance Officer the percentage of responsibility devolved 
for each single project. (Format 14 – Monthly breakdown of general costs of mission). 

At the end of the month the Country Finance Officer establishes:  

 The cost for each single role and the percentage to attribute to each single project based on the time sheet 
data.  

 The average percentage of the responsibility of all roles involved in each single project  
 Applies the average percentage above mentioned to the distributed monthly costs 

If the distribution of general project costs doesn’t match the data reported in the time sheet it is forbidden.  

The time sheet, duly signed by the various positions, is submitted to the check of the Head of Mission in charge of 
the structure and of each Project Manager who must sign it’s approval.  

Costs for automobiles or other transports are distributable based on the effective use of the transport ➢ 19 c - 
Monthly breakdown of vehicle costs 

The costs which can be distributed are:  
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 Rent  
 Maintenance  
 Spares  

 Fuel  
 Insurance  
 Amortization 
 Driver  

The Country Finance Officer opens a data sheet at the beginning of each month in which he registers all costs 
sustained for each vehicle used in said month. 

The Logistics Officer opens a Log Book for each vehicle at the beginning of each month in which the duly trained 
and informed drivers register all the transfers made by the vehicle and indicate the project of reference. 

At the end of the month the Country Finance Officer, according to the kilometers recorded for each project in the 
log, distributes the expenses of said month.  

The distribution of vehicle costs which don’t correspond to the data contained in the Log Book and expense 
statement are forbidden.  

Once the distribution of expenses is signed by the Country Finance Officer it must be submitted to the check of 
each single Project Manager and Head of Mission in charge of the structure, who must sign it’s acceptance.  

If it is necessary to open or keep an office active, even without its cost being covered by a project budget (for 
example, the opening phase of new missions, missions for pre-project feasibility studies, etc.), the Head of Mission 
must obtain authorization in writing from the Regional Director, after consulting with the Finance Director and 
after approval of the expense by the Secretary General. 

The Head of Mission must ensure that the possible expansion of the structure(s) is proportionate to the expansion 
of the project activities and to the specific needs of the mission. 

1.2. WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTING 

1.2.1. WAREHOUSE STOCK MANAGEMENT 

The management of warehouse stock is a particularly important aspect due to its impact on the quality of the help 
provided to the beneficiary population, the schedule, the costs and the operation of the mission. 

The materials stocked in the warehouses may be used and reported, if allowed by the Donors, for the project 
activities; the materials used are to be reported at historical cost (attach a copy of the purchase invoice). 

The Project Manager is responsible for the management of warehouse stock and it’s accounting, for the project 
assigned to him/her. 

In organizing the internal spaces, it is important to use appropriate separators to stock the various products, in order 
to facilitate their management and in consideration of the nature of the products (for example, food items, fertilizers, 
various equipment, fuel, lubricants, etc.). 

The Head of Mission is responsible for managing the mission warehouse, and delegates, in writing, an operator for 
the bookkeeping of the entry and exit of goods ; The Finance Officer verifies the correct bookkeeping and 
documentation of inventory (goods received notes, customs documents, notes of delivery to beneficiaries, etc.). 
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1.3. MANAGEMENT OF CAPITAL GOODS 

1.3.1. TASKS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF MANAGEMENT OF GOODS 

The Head of Mission is responsible for INTERSOS and third party goods; third party goods are those purchased 
with project funds, made available by the donor or rented for the Mission. 

To this end, the Head of Mission may delegate: 

 The Project Manager to the management of goods under the individual project 
 The Logistics Officer to the management of goods belonging to the organization 

The keeping of the inventory of durable goods is entrusted to the mission’s Logistics Officer and periodically 
checked by the Country Finance Officer. 

Durable goods are considered such if they are used for various years and if their original value starts from 516 
Euro.  

The Country Finance Officer must verify, within the contractual maturity provided for the presentation of the 
reports to the donors, that the third party assets and the assets supplied are correctly registered in the inventory 
divided by donor/project, which needs to be accompanied by documents which verify the delivery and availability to 
the project and that it corresponds to the accounting data.  

If the Organization needs to purchase capital/durable goods on site with its own funds, special authorization must 
be requested from the Regional Director who, if in agreement, will forward the request to the Secretary General, 
with a copy to the Finance Director, for the necessary authorization. 

The purchased capital/durable goods must be recorded in the Organization’s general registry of depreciable goods, 
kept by the Finance Director. 

If these goods are to be sold, approval must be requested from the Regional Director, who will decide together 
with the Finance Director and the Finance Director. 

The Head of Mission, where necessary and subsequently to the Regional Director and Regional Finance 
Director’s approval, can stipulate any insurance policies to cover the durable goods purchased with project funds.  

1.4. MANAGEMENT OF PASSENGER VEHICLES AND MOTORCYCLES 

1.4.1. VEHICLE LOG BOOK AND FILE 

All passenger vehicles and motorcycles must have a monthly vehicle log book which must contain the following 
information (Format 19 a Log Book): 

 Date of use of vehicle; 
 Name and surname of user; 
 Route taken with indication of kilometers travelled; 

 Reason for use; 
 Signature of user and signature of driver; 
 Refilling of fuel (date, quantity, amount). 
 Third parties on board (name, surname and reason)  

For every passenger vehicle and motorcycle it is necessary to open a file that contains the information regarding 
maintenance and identification of the good (Tool 19 b vehicle maintenance sheet): 
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° License plate; 

 Frame; 
 Registration date; 

 Tax deadlines and fees; 
 Insurance expiration date; 
 Maintenance performed (supplier – date – description of work – kilometers). 

1.5. GOODS SUPPLIED TO STAFF 

1.5.1. OBLIGATIONS AND FORMALITIES 

For all goods supplied to staff, the person responsible for management of goods must provide a handover 
document that will be duly signed by the operator; at the end of its use, or at the end of the collaboration, the 
operator must return the good, signing the return report. The documents must be prepared using Format 18 
Capital goods sheet. 

1.6. VEHICLE RENTAL CONTRACTS 

1.6.1. CRITERIA FOR THE PREPARATION AND CONCLUSION OF VEHICLE RENTAL 
CONTRACTS 

The Country Finance Officer prepares the vehicle rental contracts (auto, truck, motorcycle, etc.) in compliance 
with local legislation. 

In preparing the contract, the Country Finance Officer must pay particular attention to the following aspects: 

° Duration of the contract: the duration will be defined depending on the expected time of use. In any case, all 
contracts should have a clause inserted regarding the automatic termination of the contract in the event of 
evacuation/sudden end of the mission/mandatory departure/etc. 

 Monthly amount 
 Payment method: frequency, currency and means of payment 
 Condition of vehicle upon stipulation of the contract 

 Specify whether routine and/or extraordinary maintenance are at the expense of the owner or INTERSOS 
 Specify whether the fuel is at the expense of the owner or INTERSOS 
 Provision of the driver; in this case it is important to distinguish the value of the rental from the 

compensation to the driver 
 The insurance costs and taxes and fees; also in this case it is important to clearly distinguish the value of 

the various components 
 The presence of clauses and penalties regarding early termination; such clauses should not be accepted. 

Automatic contract renewal is prohibited. 

The Country Finance Officer must ensure that the vehicle is legally registered and in order with local legislation, 
and attach a copy of the vehicle ownership document as well as a copy of driver's license, if applicable, to the 
contract. 

The Head of Mission, after verifying the content and legality of the contract, signs it in the name of and on behalf of 
INTERSOS. 
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All contracts must be prepared in duplicate, signed by both parties and initialed on each page (one copy must be 
stored in the general archive). 

1.7. THEFT OF GOODS 

1.7.1. REPORT 

The Head of Mission, or a delegate, is obligated to report to the competent authorities in the case of theft of 
supplied and rented property within 24 hours from the occurrence of the theft. The Head of Mission is also 
obligated to immediately notify the Regional Director; the report must be stored with the other documents; if the 
stolen good is the property of the donor, it is necessary to immediately notify the donor of the theft; the report to the 
competent authorities must be attached to the notification. 

Only in special cases connected to the safety of mission personnel, and with the authorization of the Regional 
Director, the report is not mandatory; in these cases a joint report may be made by the Head of Mission and the 
Operator who was the victim of the theft, with detailed explanations of the event and the corrective actions to be 
taken; the report must be stored with the other documents; if the good is the property of the donor, it is necessary to 
immediately notify the donor of the theft; the report must be attached to the notification. 

The Secretary General must be immediately informed of these thefts through the Regional Director.  

2. MANAGEMENT OF STRUCTURE AND GOODS IN ITALY 

2.1. TASKS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF HEADQUARTERS MANAGEMENT 

The management of the structure, goods and equipment in Italy falls under the responsibility of the Secretary 
General, assisted by Finance Director. 

The Finance Director must prepare the annual office budget by 30 December of each year, and submit it for 
approval to the Secretary General, in the manners and forms set out in section A of this Protocol. 

The Logistics Officer must prepare an annual inventory of property and visible material (incoming and outgoing 
material) by 15 January of each year; this inventory must be submitted to the Finance Director for the values to 
be entered in the financial statements. 

Goods that are used for many years and have an original purchase value of 515 Euro are considered durable 
goods. 

The inventory must contain the list of all property goods with the year of purchase and state;  

The name of the officer which has used the equipment provided must be stated (for officers on site and abroad).  

In the event of theft of goods, the Secretary General is responsible for making the report. 
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E – MANAGEMENT OF "REMOTE CONTROL" OFFICES AND 
MISSIONS 

Section E covers the management of activities in sites that are not accessible, even temporarily, to international 
operators for security reasons. These activities are managed by local staff, according to the organization 
procedures described in this Protocol. 

The possibility of derogation to this Protocol is provided for specific security circumstances; in this case, the 
Section E regulates the possibility of adopting specific Protocols to be approved according to a predefined process. 

1. ACTIVITIES IN REMOTE CONTROL 

1.1. DEFINITION 

"Remote control" management is defined as activity that, for security reasons, cannot be handled in the manner set 
out for ordinary Missions. 

1.2. SPENDING AUTHORIZATION 

Without the adoption of the Mission Rules of Procedure laid down in section G of this Protocol in which, if possible, 
the organizational aspects connected to the activity in remote control are already covered, with regard to the 
operational management of expenditure relating to those activities, this shall be deemed to be authorized at the 
time of approval of the request for funds. 

To this end, the Field Assistant, in collaboration with the specifically appointed Field Finance Officer shall regularly 
(preferably weekly) submit detailed funding request to the Project Manager (Format 7). 

The Project Manager submits the request for funds to Country Finance Officer to verify the correspondence with the 
financial programming previously approved by the Head of Mission. After this verification, the Country Finance 
Officer shall arrange the transfer of funds. 

The transfer of funds is made by bank transfer or through a money trader; other methods of transferring funds must 
be justified and subjected to express approval of the Head of Mission. 

The Field Assistant has no decision-making power and adheres only to the permissions received to cover any 
costs. 

In case of urgent need the Field Assistant may be authorized in writing (email with confirmation receipt and reading) 
by the Project Manager to make an expense which is outside of the programmed expenses as long as it is justified 
and covered in project activities. 

1.3. CONTROL OF ACTIVITIES MANAGED IN REMOTE CONTROL AND DELEGATION 

The Project Manager adopts the most suitable instruments for the control and monitoring of project activities. 

The Field Assistant must report weekly to the Project Manager on the progress of the activities. 

The Field Finance Officer sends regular (preferably weekly) accounting and related documents (including bank 
reconciliations and cash and physical counts of petty cash) to the Project Manager, after the documentation is 
checked by the Field Assistant who shall sign all accounting documents. After document verification and signature 
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by the Project Manager, the accounting documents and the first note shall be delivered to the Country Finance 
Officer for inclusion in project/mission accounting. 

Funds transfer after the first is subject to receipt of all documentation and accounts for the first period (first week or 
first month); the Country Finance Officer, before proceeding with the next submission, ensures the accuracy of the 
supporting documents submitted. 

The regulation of the mission shall define, based on the specificity of the mission and of the communication and 
transport difficulties, modalities and timing of the money transfer and documentation submission.  

The Head of Mission delegates to the Field Assistant: 

Signature of contracts with local staff. The Field Assistant, before signing, must send (by email) the following to the 
Project Manager for approval: 

 Draft contract 
 Job description 
 C.V. for qualified personnel 

 Gross cost. 

The signing of leases for office space, vehicles, warehouses, guesthouse, maintenance, utilities, etc.: the 
delegation must contain in detail the types of delegated contract. In all cases before signing the Field Assistant 
must request the approval (via email) from the Project Manager. 

opening bank accounts in joint names: in this case the delegation should include the name of the second petitioner 
namely Field Finance Officer. 

The Project Manager delegates to the Field Assistant: 

 The purchase of goods, works and services subjected to the request of one single quotation  
 The purchase of goods, works and services subjected to the request of 3 quotations  

The Field Assistant shall submit all contracts to the Field Finance Officer who shall sign them under the stamp 
“Field Finance Officer Control.” 

All sheets of the contracts are signed (including attachments) by all parties involved (including the Field Finance 
Officer). 

For purchases of goods, works and services subject to invitation to tender (competitive negotiation, open local and 
international and restricted international) the Field Assistant , sends (via email) all tender documentation to the 
Project Manager for control. The Project Manager authorizes the completion of the tender. Subsequently, the Field 
Assistant sends the offers received, together with the Commission's evaluation report, to the Project Manager 
submits the documentation to the Head of Mission for the award. The signing of the contract is always the 
responsibility of the Head of Mission (contracting authority). 

If the Head of Mission is unable to sign the contracts mentioned above, the Field Assistant shall be delegated the 
task; the delegation is specific and circumscribed and should contain all the identification elements of the contract to 
be signed. 

1.4. ADOPTING NEW PROTOCOLS 

The Head of Mission, who for organizational reasons of necessity and urgency, considers that this Protocol does 
not apply to the situation of the mission operated in remote control, prepares ad hoc Protocols, and sends them to 
the Internal Audit and Accountability. 
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The Internal Audit and Accountability, within one month of receipt, shall supervise its relevance and submit the new 
mission Protocols: 

 To the Grants Control for the compatibility check with the procedures of donors  

 To the Regional Director for verification 
 To the Secretary General for approval 
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F - PROXY– DELEGATION– DEROGATION 

Section F highlights the concepts of proxy, delegation and derogation, describing the principles and the people 
responsible for delegating activities and roles. 

Section F has been integrated in the following format:  

Format 21 – Delegation statement  

1. PROXY OF THE SECRETARY GENERAL 

The proxy, granted exclusively by the Secretary General in his capacity as legal representative of the 
Organization, allows the delegate to represent INTERSOS with third parties, in particular with local authorities 
(government and legal), international institutions, welfare institutions and banking institutions. No other person is 
authorized to grant this proxy, which is generally awarded to the Head of Mission. 

2. PRINCIPLES AND AIMS OF DELEGATION 

Delegation may only be used in the event of activities included in the Terms of Reference, subject to the 
responsibility for the delegated activities remaining with the delegator. 

When delegating one or more activities, the following must be taken into account: 

 The person responsible for drawing up and managing can delegate neither the checker nor the authorizer 
and vice versa 

 The person responsible for the verification cannot delegate the authorizer and vice versa 

Only in exceptional cases (opening of new missions, missions undergoing nationalization may the person 
responsible for verification also be the authorizer, as long as this is expressly mentioned in the Terms of Reference. 

The delegation, in written form, must not delegate activities that have already been delegated by others. 

The delegation request must be recorded in a specific chart entrusted to:  

 The Head of Mission, for the missions 
 The Human Resources Manual for the Headquarters 

The statement of the Delegates Format 21 must be quarterly sent to Internal Audit and Accountability together 
with the declarations enclosed in Attachment no. 13 of the Model.  

2.1. HEAD OF MISSION DELEGATION 

The Head of Mission may delegate, in written form, international operators to carry out one or more activities at his 
request, with the exception of legal representation. 

As a result, documents committing the organization to third parties (signing any type of contract) may be delegated 
to other operators in the following way: 
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 Delegating the signatory may occur for any type of document 
 The delegated operator signs on behalf of the Head of Mission. 

 Documentary evidence of the signatory delegation is stated in the files. The delegation must contain: 

 The type of activity delegated 
 The duration of the delegation (for repeated acts such as signing contracts for local staff) 
 The frequency of checks and the methods of checking carried out by the delegator 
 Preliminary checks of the signatory are explicitly required, as stipulated in the current procedures. 

The Head of Mission may not delegate the adjudication of tenders for goods, work and services, whereas he may 
delegate the contract signatory. 

3. DEROGATION 

To avoid ambiguities, this section clarifies the concept of "derogation," which is different from the concept of 
"delegation" dealt with above. 

3.1 DETAILS – REQUEST AND DEROGATION APPROVAL  

Derogation consists of the possibility, in predefined circumstances, of carrying out a given activity with other rules to 
those stated. 

This may concern: 

 The Organization’s Procedures (Protocols and manuals) 

 Donor Procedures 

The requests of derogation concerning the modalities of implementation of a process or the exceeding of the 
Protocol’s limitations must always be submitted to the higher-ranked position.  

The position in charge (which is generally the Regional Finance Officer/ Regional Director) shall submit the 
request to the Internal Audit and Accountability to verify its adequacy.  

The Internal Audit and Accountability after the check must submit the approval request to the Secretary General 
and register it in a specific Protocol.  

The request approved by the Secretary General must be attached to the documentation to which it refers. 

The derogation requests concerning the Donor’s procedures must be requested and authorized directly by the 
Donors and the documented proof must be inserted in the project’s files.  

3.2. DEROGATIONS LINKED TO PROCUREMENT  

The dispositions enclosed in the Procurement Manual (Attachment 6 of the Model) must be derogated, without 
request, to the application of specific legal provisions or to the application of mandatory rules and procedures of the 
donor, if these are distinguished by a greater degree of transparency and security (for example to apply more 
restrictive measures compared to the ones applied by the organization).  

Shown below is a synthesis of the scenarios that can occur in case of derogation request for purchase procedures:  
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Type INTERSOS Procedures Donor Procedures  Derogation Request  

A Same as the donor  Same as INTERSOS The derogation request must be submitted to 
the Donor. 

The authorization issued by the Donor must 
be forwarded to the Internal Audit and 
Accountability function and preserved 
amongst the project’s documents.  

B More restrictive Less restrictive  The derogation request must be submitted to 
the Internal Audit function for verification.  

After the verification the Internal Audit and 
Accountability submits the request to the 
Secretary General for approval. 

The approval statement must be preserved 
amongst the project’s documents solely for 
internal auditing and accountability 
purposes. 

C Less restrictive  More restrictive  The derogation request must only be 
submitted to the Donor. 

The authorization issued by the Donor must 
be forwarded to the Internal Audit and 
Accountability and preserved amongst the 
project’s documents. 

D  None When the donor is not bound to procurement 
procedures he must use the Organization’s 
procedures. 

The derogation request needs to be 
submitted to the Internal Audit and 
Accountability for verification. 

After it is verified the Internal Audit and 
Accountability submits the request to the 
Secretary General for approval 
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G – MISSION REGULATION AND NATIONAL STAFF MANUAL 

The Regulation of the mission allows the expression of the needs of the collective local organization in order to 
guarantee full efficiency, efficacy and transparency in the fulfillment of the humanitarian aid objectives defined in the 
project.  

Section G sets the criteria and principles necessary to elaborate the Mission’s and Manual’s Regulation of National 
Staff which constitute the tools at the Head of Mission’s disposal in order to define, in respect of the organization’s 
values and principles expressed in the Model adopted by INTERSOS and in the full respect of local laws and 
customs, a more rational organization of the activities of the Mission.  

In particular, through the adoption of the Mission’s Regulation, which needs to be preventively endorsed in 
compliance with the procedures defined in paragraph 2, the distribution of chores and responsibilities of the 
operators is better defined, also considering the potential lack of resources, and the best solutions are identified to 
meet the specific needs of the administration, in cases where the complete fulfillment of procedural solutions set out 
by the organization seems to be challenging.  

National and International staff who are in positions of considerable responsibility must be involved in defining the 
Regulations and in its amendments so that it can guarantee the participation and management of the organizational 
aspects of the Mission.  

1. MISSION’S REGULATION CONTENTS 

The Mission’s Regulations, in respect of the responsibilities identified in the higher-ranked positions (Head of 
Mission, Country Finance Officer and Head of Project) and the implementation of values, principles and 
organizational criteria defined in the Model adopted by INTERSOS, can regulate the following organizational 
aspects: 

 Management of common spaces (offices and guesthouses)  
 Management of the cash flow:  
 fund solicitation  

 transfers  
 withdrawals 
 payments  
 management of funds, petty-cash and stock limits  

 management of bank current accounts and signatures (joint or single)  
 Management, use and maintenance of equipment and vehicles  
 Management of the logistic aspects of the mission (national and international travel) 
 Management of security and evacuation planning  

 Communicative modalities to and from the outskirts  
 Management of the financial aspects of the outskirts (Books of Prime Entry, data transfer and documents) 
 Activity coordination 
 Activity monitoring management  
 Management of the purchases subject to competitive tendering (inside or outside the capital city)  

 Distribution criteria of structure costs  
 Other which needs permanent derogation in order to apply these Protocols and to apply manuals in 

general 

The regulations must be attached to the Function Organizational Chart of the Mission and to an analysis of the 
management risks.  
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2. CONTENTS OF LOCAL STAFF REGULATIONS 

The Manual for Local Staff (policies and procedures) in the respect of local legislation and in the implementations of 
values, principles and organizational criteria defined in the Model adopted by INTERSOS, disciplines and regulates 
the following organizational aspects:  

 Selection modalities and criteria  
 Salary grills  
 Type of contracts  
 Obligatory documentation  

 Terms of reference 
 Trial periods 
 Contract terms and amendments 
 Retribution, tax and social security costs  

 Management of advances  
 Management of benefits (travels, medicines etc.) 
 Requisites for the distribution of daily allowances and amount 
 Distribution of overtime rates 

 Processing of holidays and leave entitlements 
 Processing of end of report  
 Working hours  
 Holidays and leave entitlements  

 National and religious festivities  
 Sickness, maternity/paternity leave if not regulated by national laws and other leave periods  
 Security  
 Evacuation  
 End of mission  

 Other aspects non provided in local legislation and not included in the contract  
 Contract resolutions  
 Ethical principles  
 Procedures and rules on behavior  

 Disciplinary system  
 Staff rights and obligations  
 INTERSOS rights and obligations  

The Staff Regulations must be signed by Staff upon the signature of the contract.  

3. APPROVAL OF THE MISSION REGULATIONS 

The Mission Regulations and the Staff Manual are:  

 examined and approved by the Regional Director and the Regional Finance Officer.  
 Verified by the Head of Human Resources, Finance Director and Program Unit Coordinator each one 

for his/her respective area of competence  

 Sent to the Internal Audit and Accountability to verify the compatibility with the internal procedures of the 
Organization enclosed in the Model and in these Protocols  

After examining their compatibility the Regulations are submitted to the Internal Audit and Accountability and to 
the Secretary General for its definitive approval.  


